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Management summary
Losing insight into an information system (IS) architecture’s structure is a typical problem
encountered in capital-intensive industry organizations and causes an increased difficulty in
applying system changes, sometimes taking years and millions of Euros of investment. A
capital-intensive industry organization requires large amounts of investments to produce a
good or service, resulting in a bottom-up design of their IS architectures, i.e. achieving
business & information technology (IT) alignment solely on an operational level.
A shift already announced in the 1990s from IT used solely for efficiency to IT used for
business growth has now reached these capital-intensive industries as well. In other words,
there is a necessity to achieve strategic business & IT alignment. Consequently, IT should no
longer be perceived as a cost center (i.e. only responsible for costs), but as a profit center (i.e.
responsible for both revenues and costs).
TC is such a company within the high-tech, large-scale, manufacturing industry, a
subindustry in the capital-intensive industry. Within its logistics domain, the IS architecture has
not been fundamentally reviewed for some time now, causing TC to have lost insight into its
IS architecture’s ability to adapt to future strategic changes. In the short-term unnecessary
costs will have to be incurred due to ineffectiveness and inefficiencies when attempting to
apply business changes to be supported by IT. On the long-term however, a more serious
threat of inflexibility on the company’s strategic level can occur.
For TC to regain insight into alignment of its current IS architecture with future strategic
business and IT visions in the logistics domain, this report proposes a dynamic business and
IT alignment framework, named DDBITA (Design Dynamic Business and IT alignment). The
framework is an extension of the DBITA (Dynamic Business and IT Alignment) framework by
Maes et al. (2000) using the three-dimensional cube by Grefen (2016) to define the necessary
design dimensions on a strategic level. Input is the AS-IS IS architecture (legacy situation)
and future scenarios (visions). Hereby, first steps are taken to fill the gap in literature on how
to conduct and achieve BITA.
The DDBITA framework provided the necessary context for a specific design process
within TC. As such, the DDBITA framework was implemented within TC by going through the
specific design process steps. The result was the design of two TO-BE models or TO-BE IS
architectures, i.e. TO-BE modelA with a narrow focus within the current IS architecture
(combining an event-driven approach with a demand-driven material planning approach) and
TO-BE modelB with a broad focus within the current IS architecture (using smart factory
principles). Both provided the necessary insight in how to achieve strategic BITA.
iii

The implementation resulted in two main conclusions for TC. First, the systems within the
current (AS-IS) IS architecture in general need to support more flexibility and transparency,
not prescribe a perfect, deterministic world. Second, TO-BE modelA scored higher on
relevance than TO-BE modelB, but lower on rigor. Two reasons exist. First, TO-BE modelB
presents a (almost) total IT-landscape transformation, implying a huge effort in terms of time
and costs for TC. Second, TO-BE modelA’s opportunities are more detailed due to the narrow
scope taken. Therefore, to truly compare TO-BE modelA with TO-BE modelB, the extent of
TO-BE modelB’s opportunities within TC requires further investigation.
Based on the conclusions, three recommendations were discriminated for TC. First, to
avoid inflexibility on the company’s strategic level a shift is required from solely bottom-up
(operational) architectural design to incorporating both bottom-up as well as top-down
(strategic) architectural design. Hereby, the DDBITA framework can aid in future reviews of
the current IS architecture. Second, TC should further investigate TO-BE modelB’s
opportunities in terms of other future visions within TC. Third, the next step for TC before
implementation is translating the systems within the chosen TO-BE model to commercial
applications.
To conclude, the DDBITA framework was found to be generalizable to most large-scale,
high-tech, manufacturing industries that have to deal with a legacy situation with BITA aligned
solely on an operational level. Other capital-intensive industries that require huge investments
in assets other than physical assets, e.g. telecommunications, may find the DDBITA
framework useful to gain insight. However, the DDBITA framework may be less relevant here,
because changing a physical plant is much more difficult. As such, it is believed that the
DDBITA framework as proposed now is relevant for capital-intensive industry organizations
for which its capital are physical assets. Other case studies are required to enhance evidence
on the DDBITA framework’s generalizability.
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1. Introduction
This Master thesis was written as part of the author’s Master thesis graduation project at
the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) to complete the Master ‘Operations
Management & Logistics’. The project was partly executed at an organization within the largescale, high-tech, manufacturing industry, due to confidentiality throughout the report referred
to as TC.
Section 1 introduces the project by illustrating its context, defining the problem, and
introducing the project’s outline respectively.

1.1. Project context
“Information technology and business are inextricably interwoven. I don’t think anybody can
talk meaningfully about one without talking about the other.” - Bill Gates (1999)
This quote illustrates why both researchers and practitioners have been emphasizing
the importance of business and information technology (IT) alignment (BITA). The meeting
point of the business on the one hand and IT on the other are information systems (ISs)
structured in an IS architecture (Grefen, 2016). In other words, an IS architecture is the product
of BITA (Figure 1). An IS architecture is defined as the structure or blueprint of ISs that support
business functions within an organization (Grefen, 2016).

Figure 1: IS architecture as product of BITA

“ISs do not exist in a static environment” - Grefen (2016, p.7). Functional requirements
of ISs evolve continuously due to demand pulls and technology pushes (Grefen, 2016). Based
on the statement illustrated by Figure 1, this implies that BITA is not static, but dynamic. The
notion of dynamic BITA is relatively new within literature (El-Mekawy, Rusu, & Perjons, 2015;
Kaidalova & Seigerroth, 2012). El-Mekawy et al. (2015) compared BITA frameworks and
concluded that the dynamic BITA framework (DBITA) of Maes et al. (2000) is the only
framework that takes into account the dynamic nature of organizations and links BITA to
architectural design. As such, DBITA is defined here as “the continuous process, involving
1

management and design sub-processes, of consciously and coherently interrelating all
components of the business-IT relationship in order to contribute to the organization’s
performance over time” (Maes et al., 2000, p.19). In other words, the DBITA framework by
Maes et al. (2000) acknowledges the existence of a legacy situation, i.e. AS-IS IS architecture
as product of the business AS-IS and IT AS-IS. A legacy situation requires a design process
incorporating both bottom-up (operational) and top-down (strategic) viewpoints (Grefen,
2016). Figure 2 visualizes an adaptation of the DBITA framework by Meas et al. (2000), also
illustrating the dynamic version of the statement visualized in Figure 1.

Figure 2: DBITA framework, based on Maes et al. (2000)

1.2. Problem definition
TC is a Dutch company within the large-scale, high-tech, manufacturing industry
(Business2Business or B2B). TC makes use of the build to order principle to be able to
customize each product. Build to order (or pull system) means that the final product is built
only if it has already been sold to the customer (Ghiani, Laporte, & Musmanno, 2004).
Logistics play a major role here to keep the primary process effective (e.g. fulfill orders
correctly and on time) and efficient (e.g. keep production costs low). These logistic processes
are a strength of TC.
ISs support the logistic processes to help achieve these goals. However, extensions and
updates within the IS landscape have not been fully documented nor fundamentally reviewed
since 2001. Consequently, a potential threat exists that future scenarios within logistics can
no longer be effectively and efficiently supported by its supporting IS landscape. In other
words, TC perceives a loss of its current (AS-IS) IS architecture’s adaptive ability.
An underlying cause may be that TC had not yet perceived the necessity of reviewing
its IS architecture to stay adaptive. This is consistent with other organizations within capital2

intensive industries, e.g. large-scale, high-tech, manufacturing industry. A capital-intensive
industry organization requires large amounts of investments to produce a good or service.
These organizations have to deal with high fixed costs, resulting in high barriers to entry, but
also a focus on efficiency (Johnson, Whittington, & Scholes, 2011). The ISs within these
organizations have been in place mainly to serve the latter purpose (Wedeniwski, 2015).
Consequently, their architectures of ISs supporting business processes have been designed
bottom-up for years, i.e. achieving BITA solely on an operational level (Wedeniwski, 2015).
Grefen (2016) noted that losing insight into an IS architecture’s structure is a typical
problem encountered in practice and causes an increased difficulty in applying changes within
this architecture, sometimes taking years and millions of Euros of investment. A shift already
announced in the 1990s by Henderson & Venkatraman (1993) from IT used solely for
efficiency to IT used for business growth has now reached these capital-intensive industries
as well, i.e. the necessity of achieving strategic BITA. Examples are Google who already got
ahead in the connected vehicle market (Wedeniwski, 2015) and Tesla who announced a semitruck as a first step towards self-driving vehicles (Garber, 2017). Consequently, IT should no
longer be perceived as a cost center (i.e. only responsible for costs), but as a profit center (i.e.
responsible for both revenues and costs).
Within TC, in the short-term unnecessary costs will have to be incurred due to
ineffectiveness and inefficiencies when attempting to apply business changes to be supported
by IT. On the long-term however, a more serious threat of inflexibility on the company’s
strategic level can occur.
Figure 3 visualizes TC’s problem mess resulting from the above-mentioned insights. A
problem mess visualizes the interdependencies, i.e. causes and effects, between different
issues faced by the company (Van Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2012).

Figure 3: Problem mess for TC
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Based on the problem mess, the problem statement is as follows:
TC’s current IS architecture has not been fundamentally reviewed for some
time now, causing TC to have lost insight into its IS architecture’s ability to adapt to
future strategic changes in the logistics domain.
Hereby, the focus is on solving the (long-term) risk of inflexibility in the company strategy.
As mentioned, the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) is one of the few frameworks
within the BITA research domain that acknowledges the existence of a legacy situation as
encountered in practice. Within literature, the IS architectures designed within the logistics
domain strive for strategic BITA, but implicitly assume a greenfield situation (e.g. Li, Yuan, &
Guo, 2009; Yoon et al., 2016), ignoring the D (Dynamic) in DBITA. In addition, existing design
frameworks to handle legacy systems are defined solely from a technological point of view
(e.g. Peña, Correal, & Hernandez, 2010; Nagy et al., 2015), ignoring the B (Business) in
DBITA.
However, Maes et al. (2000) also noted that the design dimensions for both the strategic
and the operational level need further refinement in order to implement DBITA in practice. A
more recent study of Kaidalova & Seigerroth (2012) on the current BITA research field
concluded that precisely this type of procedural guidelines, i.e. the How to conduct and
achieve BITA, are still minimally described within literature.

1.3. Project goals
The problem statement raised the following main research question (RQ):
How can TC regain insight into alignment of its current IS architecture with future
strategic business and IT visions in the logistics domain?
In other words, how can TC achieve strategic BITA? To answer this question, a
conceptual design framework was proposed, extending the DBITA framework by Maes et al.
(2000) to incorporate the necessary procedural guidelines. Hereby, first steps are taken to fill
the gap in literature on How to conduct and achieve BITA.
Section 2 describes the research methodology. Section 3 introduces the proposed
conceptual design framework. Section 4 shows the results of the conceptual design
framework’s implementation within TC. In Section 5 these results are evaluated, resulting in
conclusions & recommendations for TC. Finally, Section 6 provides overall conclusions on the
conceptual design framework’s generalizability, its limitations, and directions for future
research.
4

2. Research methodology
First, the paradigms to define the research method are introduced, i.e. the problem solving
cycle by Van Aken et al. (2012) and the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm by Gregor
& Hevner (2013). Second, the research method and resulting sub RQs are defined.

2.1. Research method paradigms
This study followed the problem solving cycle proposed by Van Aken et al. (2012). This
cycle consists of (1) problem definition, (2) analysis & diagnosis, (3) solution design, (4)
intervention, and (5) evaluation & learning (Figure 4). Note that the problem definition (step 1)
and the problem mess were already defined and visualized in Section 1 (Figure 3).

Figure 4: Problem solving cycle, based on Van Aken et al. (2012)

This study also used the Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm. DSR is a wellknown research paradigm within the IS domain proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) (Figure 5),
later extended by Hevner (2007), and Gregor & Hevner (2013) (Appendix A). The DSR
paradigm aids in balancing relevance and rigor of conceptual designs within the IS research
domain, like the conceptual design framework proposed in this study. The solution design (i.e.
step 3 in the problem solving cycle by Van Aken et al. (2012)) is referred to as an artifact within
the DSR paradigm. Gregor & Hevner (2013, p.341) defined an artifact as ‘a thing that has, or
can be transformed into, a material existence as an artificially made object’. DSR defines
possible contribution types to literature of an artifact, a knowledge contribution framework to
position an artifact (Appendix A), and three research cycles to balance the relevance and rigor
of an artifact’s design (Appendix A).

5

Figure 5: Design Science Research paradigm, taken from Hevner et al. (2004)

The contribution type of the artifact within the IS research domain is dependent on its
maturity of knowledge, i.e. a scale running from very specific and less mature knowledge (level
1, i.e. situated implementation of an artifact) to very abstract and mature knowledge (level 3,
i.e. well-developed design theory) (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). The conceptual design framework
as artifact or solution design proposed in this project was designated to a specific
implementation within TC, resulting in contribution type level 1. However, conclusions on its
generalizability to other industries resulted in a first step to contribution type level 2, i.e.
nascent design theory or knowledge as operational principles.
Gregor & Hevner (2013) also defined the DSR knowledge contribution framework,
positioning an artifact’s knowledge contribution on solution maturity (i.e. current artifacts to be
used as potential starting points) and application domain maturity (i.e. problem context) scales.
Within this study, the knowledge contribution is ‘Improvement’, i.e. develop new solutions to
known problems. Specifically, the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) was extended to
create a new solution design for the encountered problem in practice.
Finally, the DSR research approach defined three inherent research cycles, i.e. the
relevance, rigor, and design cycle (Hevner, 2007). The relevance cycle links the practical
environment with the design science activities, the rigor cycle connects the design science
activities with past knowledge to ensure innovation, and the design cycle takes the
requirements from the relevance cycle and the theories and methods from the rigor cycle as
input to iterate between building and evaluating the artifact. The research method in
Subsection 2.2 places these cycles within this project’s context.
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2.2. Research questions & research method
In Figure 6 the main RQ and sub RQs are listed. Figure 7 shows the research method by
visualizing the link between the problem solving cycle by Van Aken et al. (2012), the DSR
cycles by Hevner (2007), and the sub RQs.

Figure 6: Research questions

Figure 7: Research method
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First, the role of the solution design requires some additional explanation. A design
framework provides the context for a specific architecture design process and is part of the
process-oriented face of architectures (Grefen, 2016). The process-oriented face of
architectures focuses on procedural prescriptions for the realization of ISs (Grefen, 2016).
Grefen (2016) introduced two flavours in design frameworks, i.e. artifact-centric and processcentric. The design framework proposed here is artifact-centric, meaning a focus exists on the
development of models structured in a complex environment (Grefen, 2016). Hereby, a direct
link to the other type of IS architecture’s faces exist, i.e. the product-oriented face. The
product-oriented face of architectures focuses on architectures as sets of structural bueprints
for the realization of ISs (Grefen, 2016).
Figure 8 visualizes the role of the conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design framework in
achieving strategic BITA. The final two steps (steps 4 and 5) were out of this project’s scope
to protect its feasibility. The architectural design is the outcome of the implementation of the
conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design framework within TC by going through the specific
design process steps. Note that the legacy situation is represented by the AS-IS IS
architecture as the product of business AS-IS and IT AS-IS and the future visions are the
demand pulls and technology pushes in Figure 2.

Figure 8: The role of the conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design framework

Note that the research method touches different levels of generalization, as visualized in
Figure 9. Remember that the problem statement was defined for TC in Section 2.
The conceptual design framework was designed on a more general level in Section 3,
applicable to large-scale, high-tech, manufacturing industry organizations facing similar legacy
situations and future visions (RQ1). This is a design cycle. First, several relevant conceptual
frameworks were identified and combined (RQ1a). The specific design process in the context
of the conceptual design framework was extracted to be applicable to the level of TC again
(RQ1b), also described in Section 3. Both steps are part of the analysis & diagnosis phase,
respectively representing a rigor cycle and a relevance cycle. The specific design process is
considered part of the conceptual design framework as solution design. Empirical research
methods to retrieve the required information within TC are also discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 9: Research method on different levels of generalization

To answer RQ2, the conceptual design framework was implemented through an
instantiation of the specific design process, i.e. phase 4 of the problem solving cycle. Both a
relevance cycle (i.e. implementation within TC) and a rigor cycle (i.e. the use of the conceptual
design framework) again existed. The results are described in Section 4.
The resulting architectural design was evaluated within TC and described in Section 5.
The design evaluation method used is observational (Hevner et al., 2004), i.e. a case study,
resulting in the design of a standard IS architecture. A standard IS architecture describes a
standardized structure in the context of a specific organization (Grefen, 2016). Note that only
a post-test evaluation was used, useful because this project defined a clear goal to compare
the result with (Van Aken et al., 2012), i.e. regain insight in how to achieve strategic BITA. The
result was evaluated on both relevance and rigor, i.e. phase 5 of the problem solving cycle,
answering RQ3a and RQ3b respectively. Its relevance was evaluated by using an internal
(TC) sounding board (i.e. relevance cycle). The sounding board represented both the IT
department and the Logistics department within TC. The results of the sounding board were
categorized in relevance criteria defined by Shrivastava (1987) (Appendix B). A paper-based
evaluation using architectural design principles was conducted to evaluate the result’s rigor
(i.e. rigor cycle). Architectural design principles can be either process-oriented or productoriented, or both (Grefen, 2016). Here, the product-oriented architectural design principles
defined by Greefhorst & Proper (2011) were used.
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Finally, the design framework’s generalizability to other case studies within the large-scale,
high-tech, manufacturing industry and, one step higher, capital-intensive industry was
discussed in Section 6.

2.3. Research plan
A high-level research plan in terms of a Gantt chart, showing the schedule of the steps
discussed in Figure 7, is to be found in Appendix C.
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3. Conceptual framework
First, the concept of IS architecture is more formely defined. Second, relevant conceptual
frameworks are identified and combined to one conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design
framework. Finally, the specific design process within TC is extracted from the conceptual
design framework.

3.1. IS architecture
In Section 1, an IS architecture was defined as the structure or blueprint of ISs that support
business functions within an organization (Grefen, 2016). In addition, a whole spectrum of IS
architectures exist defined from a ‘very hard’ (IT) to a ‘very soft’ (business) computer science
viewpoint (Grefen, 2016). This spectrum can be compared to the aggregation scope, i.e.
respectively from very zoomed in to very zoomed out. Within this study, a relatively soft
computer science definition is used, because the focus in this study is on the IS architecture’s
direct link with the business. As such, the aggregation scope is a structure dealing with a
complete IS supporting a specific domain within the organization (Grefen, 2016), i.e. logistics.

3.2. Conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design framework
As defined in Section 2, an artifact-centric design framework provides the context for a
specific architecture design process with a focus on the development of models
structured in a complex environment. In effect, the words in bold are two required
extensions to complete the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) and design a conceptual,
artifact-centric, DBITA design framework (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Setup conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design framework
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First, the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) and two recent efforts to extend this
framework are introduced. Based on shortcomings of these recent efforts, a third framework
is proposed and selected as extension to complete the DBITA framework by Maes et al.
(2000).

3.2.1. DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000)
Within the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000), three levels exist (Section 1; Figure
2). The strategic level represents the external domain, concerning long-term requirements
about scope, governance, and core capabilities. The structural and operational levels
represent the internal domain of a business. The structural level concerns the designing and
managing of the organizational structure (i.e. IS architecture). On the operational level, shortterm requirements about variables like processes and skills are decided upon.
Note that the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) was already extended compared
to the (classic) BITA framework proposed by Henderson & Venkatraman (1993) (Appendix D)
on two accounts. First, the structural level was added because the business-IT relationship is
not only a question of strategic or operational correspondences (Maes et al., 2000). The
second extension is a middle column representing the information and communication
aspects. This extension was necessary according to Maes et al. (2000) due to the complex
business-IT relationship. Both extensions are consistent with the statement that an IS
architecture is the product of BITA (Figure 1), not just a subpart of IT on an operational level
(Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993).
3.2.1.1.

Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF)

Maes et al. (2000) proposed the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) of Cap
Gemini to extend their DBITA framework and support the integrated architectural design of
business and IT, i.e. provide support for a context for a specific design process and models
structured in a complex environment (Figure 10). This combination is visualized in Figure
11.
The IAF framework falls short on two accounts; (1) the design dimensions on a strategic
level are ill-defined and (2) the IAF framework does not explicitly incorporate alignment on an
operational level. Both shortcomings are visible in Figure 11, i.e. (1) ‘strategic alignment’ on
the contextual level within IAF is a black box and (2) the operational level of the DBITA
framework by Maes et al. (2000) has no link to IAF.
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Figure 11: IAF framework of Cap Gemini mapped to the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000), taken
from Maes et al. (2000)

3.2.1.2.

The Zachman framework

A second extension of the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) was proposed by
Kaidalova et al. (2015). Kaidalova et al. (2015) mapped the Zachman framework to the DBITA
framework by Maes et al. (2000) to aid in the analysis of the AS-IS state and TO-BE state of
an IS architecture, i.e. provide support for a context for a specific design process and
models structured in a complex environment (Figure 10). The result is visualized in Figure
12.

Figure 12: Zachman framework mapped to the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000), taken from
Kaidalova et al. (2015)

Within the Zachman framework, two dimensions are defined, i.e. stakeholder perspectives
on a vertical horizon and different design aspects on a horizontal horizon (Zachman, 2011). In
the mapping proposed by Kaidalova et al. (2015), the dimension stakeholder perspectives is
not visible. The different design aspects dimension is split up into the data aspect positioned
vertically and the other aspects positioned horizontally within the DBITA framework by Maes
et al. (2000). The Zachman framework has a broader aggregation scope of an IS architecture,
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i.e. enterprise architecture, than defined in Subsection 3.1, so therefore considered not
suitable for this project.
3.2.1.3.

The three-dimensional design cube

To address the shortcomings of IAF and support a narrower scope of an IS architecture
than the Zachman framework, the three-dimensional design cube defined by Grefen (2016) is
proposed. Figure 13 visualizes the three-dimensional design cube both in 3D (left) and 2D
(right). The cube in 2D aids in understanding visualizations later on in this report.

Figure 13: Three-dimensional design cube (left in 3D, right in 2D), based on Grefen (2016)

When performing a design process a design space is traversed (Grefen, 2016). The threedimensional design cube provides a design space or context for a specific architecture
design process (Figure 10) using three dimensions, i.e aggregation, abstraction, and
realization. Aggregation is defined as the level of detail (i.e. the number of elements
visualized), abstraction is defined as the level of concretization, and the realization dimension
follows the BOAT-framework (Grefen, 2016). BOAT represents respectively a Business,
Organization, Architecture, and Technology description of the IS architecture. The A takes a
pivotal position between B&O on the one hand and T on the other, visualized in Figure 14
(Grefen, 2016).

Figure 14: Architecture as pivot, taken from Grefen (2016)
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A fourth, implicit dimension is the aspect dimension. The aspect dimension describes a
number of aspects or viewpoints, enabling a cross-section of the IS architecture or different
models structured in a complex environment (Figure 10) (Grefen, 2016). Grefen (2016)
proposes a modernized version of the Truijens framework to describe the 5 different levels
within the aspect dimension; (1) the data aspect describes the organization of data within an
IS, (2) the process aspect describes the business processes managed in an IS (3) the software
aspect describes the organization of software or modules of an IS (4) the platform aspect
describes the organization of software and hardware, and finally (5) the organization aspect
describes how the IS is embedded within an organization (Grefen, 2016). Appendix E
visualizes the modernized Truijens framework.
An IS architecture can be positioned at one cell within the cube, depending on its level per
dimension. The number of levels within every dimension can be defined specifically per
project. In addition, the aspect dimension can be explicit, resulting in another dimension being
implicit, i.e. the aspect dimension becomes a visible dimension in the cube. In Appendix E,
the levels per dimension as required within this project are defined.

3.2.2. Design Dynamic Business & IT Alignment (DDBITA) framework
Figure 15 visualizes again the setup of the conceptual, artifact-centric, DBITA design
framework, now explicitly naming the frameworks to be combined. Note that the proposed
framework is named: DDBITA (Design Dynamic Business & IT Alignment).
Figure 16 visualizes the DDBITA framework.

Figure 15: Setup of the DDBITA framework
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Figure 16: DDBITA framework

The abstraction and aggregation dimensions of the three-dimensional design cube by
Grefen (2016) are positioned on the structural level of the DBITA framework by Maes et al.
(2000). These dimensions aid in constructing necessary design paths for an IS architecture.
Both the realization dimension (BOAT-framework) as well as the aspect dimension
(modernized Truijens-framework) are positioned on all three levels within the DBITA
framework by Maes et al. (2000).
The realization dimension (BOAT-framework) is mapped as horizontal dimension within
the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000). The A in BOAT is then equivalent with Maes et
al. (2000)’s central column, i.e. information and communication. This is consistent with A as
pivot between B&O and T (Figure 14). The left column, i.e. Business, is split into B and O and
the right column, i.e. Technology, is equivalent with the T. Consequently, the design
dimensions on the strategic level can be defined as the B-, O-, A-, and T-requirements.
The design dimensions on the strategic level can be focused on specific characteristics of
the architecture as needed using the aspect dimension. For example, the B-requirements are
defined in terms of data standards using the data aspect, or workflow standards using the
process aspect.
Finally, note that both the aspect dimension as well as the realization dimension can be
linked to the Zachman framework, respectively to the different design aspects dimension and
the stakeholders perspectives dimension. In turn, other well-known enterprise architect
frameworks like Archimate could be used to extend the DDBITA framework. As mentioned, in
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this study these frameworks were not considered due to a different aggregation scope of an
IS architecture as required within this project.

3.3. Design process
In this section, a specific design process is extracted based on the context provided by the
DDBITA framework. First however, a few words on the project’s scope are required.
Note that model and IS architecture are used interchangeably throughout the remainder
of this report. This has solely a practical purpose (e.g. AS-IS IS architecture is more difficult to
read than AS-IS model).

3.3.1. Scope
Several scoping decisions were taken.
First, so far the scope within TC has been referred to as logistic processes or just logistics.
As mentioned in Section 1, the last-updated model available within TC was reviewed in 2001.
This model describes an IS supporting the production & logistics process. Within business
process management (BPM), this process is also known as order-to-cash (Dumas et al.,
2013). The process runs from a sales order arriving to back flushing (i.e. adjusting inventory
after the final product is ready for distribution), following the actual production process.
Appendix F describes the scope in more detail, based on Porter’s value chain (Porter, 1985)
and the functional hierarchy defined by Chen (2005). Appendix F also provides a conceptual
process overview and description.
Second, the specific design process in the implementation within TC only incorporated the
organizational and architectural levels within the realization dimension, i.e. O and A within the
BOAT-framework respectively. This decision was necessary due to the project’s limited time
and resources. In addition, the boundary between O and A represents the direct mapping
between the business and IT within an organization, so was therefore considered most
relevant to illustrate an implementation of the DDBITA framework.
Third, three types of models were used and/or designed in the implementation within TC.
Figure 17 visualizes these models on a conceptual timeline. Two TO-BE models were
designed. Taking the AS-IS model as starting point, TO-BE modelA represents a more gradual
change with a narrow system focus, while TO-BE modelB shows a more extreme change with
a broad system focus (i.e. total IT-landscape transformation). Being able to compare these
two TO-BE models helped in the evaluation (Section 5) and in reaching conclusions on the
DDBITA framework’s generalizability (Section 6).
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Figure 17: Models defined over a conceptual timeline

Finally, the term future was bounded to approximately 5 years to keep the results
relevant for TC.

3.3.2. 5 Specific design process steps
Figure 18 visualizes the specific design process steps. Figure 19 visualizes the specific
design process steps within the context of the DDBITA framework. These steps were based
on Figure 8 (Section 2). First, two types of input are required; (1) a legacy situation or AS-IS
model and (2) future visions to define the strategic direction in terms of strategic design
dimensions (BOAT-requirements), i.e. step 1 & 2 respectively. Next, a TO-BE model as
standard IS architecture is the necessary output. Ideally, a TO-BE model as standard IS
architecture is related to one or more reference models (Grefen, 2016). In addition, most
reference models within literature are designed aligning solely business and IT visions on a
strategic level, i.e. top-down. Therefore, reference models as possible TO-BE models
representing the future vision defined are used as the basis for the new design, i.e. step 3.
Finally, via a gap analysis (i.e. step 4) a TO-BE model can be designed (i.e. step 5).
Two assumptions were required. First, BITA on an operational level was assumed
given within TC, consistent with organizations in capital-intensive industries as stated in
Section 1 (Wedeniwski, 2015). Second, it was assumed that enough reference models were
available within the logistics domain. The literature study conducted by Tummers (2017a)
provided the necessary evidence that this condition was met (Appendix G).
Finally, note that the decision to design two TO-BE models (A&B) required the
selection of two types of reference models (A&B) and the analysis of two gaps (A&B).
In the following subsections the steps are explained in more detail.
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Figure 18: Specific design process steps

Figure 19: Specific design process steps in the context of the DDBITA framework

3.3.2.1.

Step 1: Position and design AS-IS model

The AS-IS model represents the current IS architecture or legacy situation. As mentioned,
in Appendix E the levels per dimension within the three-dimensional design cube were defined
specifically for this study.
To position and design the AS-IS model, the last-updated model (Figure 17) within TC was
used as starting point. The last-updated model has a layered style with system components
defined within each layer. Therefore, the last-updated model was positioned at aggregation
level 3, abstraction level 2, and realization level 3. To facilitate the comparison and
communication within TC, the AS-IS model was positioned along these levels as well.
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Consequently, the AS-IS model is a specific IS architecture, i.e. provides detailed context of
the company (Grefen, 2016).
Detailed information needed to design the AS-IS model starting from the last-updated
model was scattered throughout the organization, both in documents as well as in people.
Therefore, a design path was defined to bridge the the time-gap between the last-updated
model and the AS-IS model. The design path started on the highest aggregation level (i.e.
black-box) before zooming in (i.e. gradually adding more detail). This is consistent with
recommendations provided by Grefen (2016) about traversing the design space within the
three-dimensional cube. For every step down the aggregation dimension, realization levels 2
and 3 (O and A) were traversed, consistent with the scope taken. Note that the design path
‘jumps over’ abstraction level 1. This decision was based on the practical issue that the system
names (abstraction level 2) are better known than the functional names (abstraction level 1)
within TC.
The design path described is visualized in Figure 20, with the numbers in the cells referring
to the sequence of steps taken. The term iterative means that steps backwards were taken to
review decisions made on a higher-level.

Figure 20: Design path for AS-IS model within TC

The aspects visualized from the modernized Truijens framework were the system,
process, and organizational aspects, respectively resulting in an application architecture,
business process model, and swimlanes (Table 1). The data and platform aspect were not
deemed necessary to define in order to achieve the project’s goal. On realization level 2, the
process and organizational aspect were combined in one diagram. This aided in
understanding the internal business domain required for subsequent steps in the specific
design process.
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Table 1: Visualization overview of design path AS-IS model

Aspects
Realization level
2 - Organizational
3 - Architectural

System

Process

Organizational

Business Process model

Swimlanes
x

Application architecture

The specification languages chosen were BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation)
on aggregation level 3 and realization level 2, and Archimate for the business process models
on higher aggregation levels and the application architectures on realization level 3. BPMN
and Archimate are two accepted languages used within literature. BPMN is more
implementation-oriented than Archimate, so generally considered less suitable for the higher
aggregation levels (Dumas et al., 2013; Dijkman, 2014). The visualization tool is Enterprise
Architect (EA). EA is a software tool known to TC and supports both BPMN and Archimate.
To retrieve the required information, personal and semi-structured interviews were
conducted using a set of open questions (In ‘t Veld & Slatius, 2010). Appendix H shows this
set of questions. Logistic engineers within different production departments and project
leaders within the Logistics department in TC were interviewed about the business processes.
These open questions were based on Dumas et al.’s (2013) description of process
identification. Interviews about the existing applications required interviewees across different
departments, i.e. the IT department on centrally controlled applications and within every
production department the logistic engineer to retrieve local, uncontrolled (self-built)
applications.
To conclude, the final deliverable of this step was the AS-IS model, i.e. an IS architecture
positioned at aggregation level 3, abstraction level 2, and realization level 3.
3.3.2.2.

Step 2: Define BOAT-requirements

The BOAT-requirements on a strategic level represented one future scenario applicable
within TC and within the specified scope. The future scenario ensured overall alignment
between the O- and A-requirements on a strategic level (i.e. the horizontal arrows; Figure 19)
and represents the future visions (Figure 16).
A focus group in a workshop-setting was used to inventarize and classify possible future
scenarios. A workshop has the advantage to help the different stakeholders understand each
other’s perspectives and is applicable in a brainstorm-setting (Smith & Merritt, 2002). The
major disadvantage of a focus group is that people can be inhibited or less open than in a
personal interview (Van Aken et al., 2012). To diminish this risk, first an initial list was created
by asking people both inside and outside the focus group beforehand about their perception
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of possible future scenarios. Second, a pre-workshop session within the Logistics department
ensured a more concise and defined list of these perceptions to be used as input for the
workshop. The focus group itself finally represented the IT department, the Logistics
department, the manufacturing processes, and the assembly processes (Appendix F).
Appendix I provides additional information about and shows a template of the scoring model
used during the workshop to finally select one future scenario.
As mentioned, the BOAT-framework levels represent the strategic design dimensions (i.e.
BOAT-requirements or vertical arrows; Figure 19). In addition, the aspects defined by the
modernized Truijens framework allow for a specific focus of the BOAT-requirements. The
aspects within the modernized Truijens framework are applicable to all BOAT-requirements,
resulting in a huge flexibility in formatting decisions. Depending on the case study, different
combinations are possible. Based on the future scenario selected within TC, the Orequirements were defined in terms of four types of workflow patterns distinguished by Van
der Aalst (2011) (Appendix J), i.e. a focus on the process aspect. The A-requirements were
defined in terms of the product-oriented face of architectures defined by Grefen (2016)
(Appendix K), i.e. a focus on the software aspect.
In addition, in Section 1 it was stated that functional requirements evolve continuously due
to demand pulls and technology pushes (Grefen, 2016). In effect, the B- and O-requirements
represent demand pulls (i.e. external customer and internal business requirements
respectively), while T-requirements represent technology pushes. As such, the B-, O-, and Trequirements were based on future developments related to the future scenario. The Arequirements were based on weaknesses within the legacy situation, i.e. AS-IS model, related
to the future scenario.
To conclude, the final deliverable of this step were the O- and A-requirements, based on
one future scenario selected within TC.
One final note is required here. Due to confidentiality, the IS architectures designed in this
project could not be visualized on abstraction level 2 within this report. Therefore, the AS-IS
model as designed in step 1 is only available on request (Tummers, 2017b). To ensure that
the reader can follow the implementation’s reasoning, it was decided to position the AS-IS
model systems relevant for the future scenario at abstraction level 1 (arrow 1; Figure 21). In
addition, as mentioned TO-BE modelB has a broader focus. To remain insightful, TO-BE
modelB was positioned at aggregation level 2. Therefore, an AS-IS modelB was needed,
positioned at aggregation level 2 as well (arrow 2; Figure 21). For completeness, AS-IS
modelA as starting point for TO-BE modelA remained positioned at aggregation level 3. Note
that as such, the AS-IS models A&B are also standard IS architectures.
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Figure 21: Overview positioning AS-IS modelA and TO-BE modelA (left), and AS-IS modelB and TO-BE
modelB (right)

3.3.2.3.

Step 3: Select the reference models

Relevant reference models were selected based on the BOAT-requirements defined. Here,
the results of the literature review by Tummers (2017a) was used (Appendix G).
The final deliverable of this step were the selected reference models. Note that the
reference models as basis for TO-BE modelA were different from the reference model as basis
for TO-BE modelB.
3.3.2.4.

Step 4: Perform the gap analysis

To perform the gap analysis, the AS-IS models were compared to the relevant reference
models. Literature on how to compare two (or more) IS architectures is scarce. One notable
exception is a study by Husak et al. (2015), combining the system modules from two project
architectures to create an entirely new reference architecture. However, designing a reference
architecture was not the aim of this project. Therefore a different approach is suggested, using
the three-dimensional design cube to construct the necessary design paths.
First, the reference models selected were also positioned in the three-dimensional design
cube (i.e. a cell). This visualizes any existing structural gaps between the AS-IS models and
the reference models, i.e. differences in cell-positions. To ensure a proper comparison, the
reference models and the AS-IS model should be on the same position (i.e. the same cell), so
any structural gaps should be bridged first. For example, a reference model on aggregation
level 4 should move one level up the aggregaton dimension to be on the same position as ASIS modelA at aggregation level 3.
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Second, the ISs within the AS-IS models were mapped onto the IS modules within the
reference models based on their functionalities. More specifically, if only small alterations were
needed to the AS-IS system’s functionality, the system modules were equivalent to each other,
i.e. no visible changes in the AS-IS models; if the AS-IS system’s functionality was insufficient,
the current system was replaced by the system in the reference model; if the AS-IS system’s
functionality was no longer needed, these systems became redundant.
An overview of these mappings was the final deliverable of this step.
3.3.2.5.

Step 5: Design the TO-BE model

The conclusions of the gap analysis were translated to the TO-BE models A&B. These TOBE models were the result of the implementation of the DDBITA framework.
The final deliverable also comprised a conceptual visualization of the TO-BE models for
communication purposes within TC, i.e. again positioned at abstraction level 2 following a
conceptual business process. However, again due to confidentiality this visualization is only
available on request (Tummers, 2017c).
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4. Implementation in TC
This section presents the deliverables per step as defined in Section 3 and Figure 18. A
company-specific research plan in terms of a Gantt chart and a company-specific risk analysis
is to be found in Appendix C.

4.1. Step 1: AS-IS model
The design path deliverables and the AS-IS model (TC-specific) positioned at aggregation
level 3, abstraction level 2, and realization level 3 were designed and are available within TC
as a digital model. The model is available on request, but as mentioned due to confidentiality
not visible within this report (Tummers, 2017b).

4.2. Step 2: BOAT-requirements
The final list of future scenarios is visualized in Appendix L. This list was abstracted from
company-specific terms due to its confidential content. The future scenario chosen is ‘a more
flexible, fine-grained material planning schema’.
Before defining the O-requirements and the A-requirements, background information on
the material planning schema and its implications are introduced.

4.2.1. Introduction material planning schema
Based on the chosen future scenario, AS-IS modelA and AS-IS modelB are visualized
respectively in Figure 22 and Figure 23.
Note that AS-IS modelA in Figure 22, positioned on a lower aggregation level than AS-IS
modelB, visualizes part of the total AS-IS model (TC-specific), i.e. the part relevant for the
future scenario chosen. This decision was made to keep the visualization within this report
readable.
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Figure 22: AS-IS modelA

class AS-IS modelB
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Support
applications

Support Enterprise
Resource Planning
System

Main Enterprise
Resource Planning
system

Manufacturing Execution System

Master Controller/Profecy system

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system

Figure 23: AS-IS modelB
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The material planning schema is the offsetting schema, i.e. calculating the delivery
moments per individual production line based on the final delivery date. Note that TC consists
of multiple plants, with each plant containing multiple production lines. The material planning
schema and its maintenance is set partly in the material planning schema system and partly
in the production control material planning schema system. The former has the added
functionality of making the material plan order-specific. There are two systems here, because
the intention was to change the naming from the latter to the former. However, this project
was never finished.
The material planning schema is leading for two subprocesses within the production &
logistics process (Appendix F).
The first process is the material planning process. First, the production control material
planning schema system determines the route within the production process to be taken. Here,
the what (Bill-off-Materials or BOM) and where (production lines) are defined. In other words,
it is here that decisions are made on what production lines a specific order should follow.
Second, the material planning schema defines the throughput times required for the material
requirements planning (MRP) runs I and II. The MRPI run determines the material needs
based on the Bill-off-Materials (BOM), while the MRPII run takes the current inventory levels
into account. The MRPI and MRPII runs are set in the material requirements planning system,
receiving input from the master production schedule system. Third, the MRPI and MRPII runs
in turn define the material plan for the preparation of manufacturing orders process, i.e. the
push-based or make process, and the supplier ordering process, i.e. buy process. As such,
the material requirements planning system is respectively providing input for the line
requirements planning system and requirements planning system (i.e. material requirements
for manufacturing orders) and the delivery schema system (i.e. to buy the required materials).
The first two systems provide the necessary input for the manufacturing order monitoring
system (i.e. prepare the manufacturing orders). This is the necessary input for the
manufacturing production process.
The second process is the preparation of assembly orders process, i.e. the pull-based
process. First, the order parts list within the Order Parts List system, defining the materials
(i.e. what) and the instructions (i.e. how), is made order-specific (fixed). Second, the material
planning schema is translated to an order-specific schema in order to write-off the inventory
per order per production line. The production lines defined in the material planning schema
are coupled to the start time of the production line. Finally, the material planning schema
system is leading for the production progress system and inventory system to keep track of
inventory write-offs set at different positions within the assembly production process.
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In sum, the material planning schema defines the timing in days of the materials (i.e. what
and when) and the location on production-line level (i.e. where).
In essence, there are two main problems; (1) the steering of material planning is perceived
as too inflexible and (2) there is a lack of transparency in production control. These main
issues are translated to two sub problems.
First, the material planning schema, material plans, assembly orders, manufacturing
orders, and purchasing orders use a throughput time in days. This throughput time is too highlevel for the flexibility in the steering of material planning required. For example, the timing
within the material plan is set somewhere between 07.00 and 24.00, which in practice means
that if material is needed at for example 16.00, it can already be inventory at TC at 07.00 the
day before, i.e. unnecessary inventory. The throughput time is also too high-level for the
transparency in production control required. For example, most production lines require less
than a day to complete. As such, the throughput time of several production lines together
never fits into one day perfectly creating unnecessary throughput time. Another example is
the fact that if material is not available where it should be, it is difficult to track where it has
gone wrong and how it can be solved. Ideally, these material planning errors are handled
proactively in production.
The second problem is that the offsetting within the MRPI and MRPII runs via the material
planning schema is not flexible enough in the steering of material planning. For example, some
component types need longer throughput times than set in the material planning schema (e.g.
projects). Material planners have to perform complicated manual workarounds every day to
control these different types.
Two other sub problems not related to the design of the IS architecture were discriminated
as well. First, the knowledge on the main Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, where
the material planning schema systems are located, is relatively limited. Second, the main ERP
system is a batch-wise, transactional system. These technical characteristics already
constrain the wish for increased flexibility and transparency.
As a result, within every plant local, self-built, applications have been developed. These
developments are uncontrolled and decentralized, causing unnecessary design costs (i.e. the
wheel is reinvented in different plants), maintenance costs (i.e. responsibility not clear), and a
risk of reduced data quality (i.e. one local application may use one data column of another
local application designed with a completely different purpose).
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To conclude, the main issues imply that adjusting or replacing solely the material planning
schema is not enough. Therefore, the reference models to be selected in Section 4.3 have to
support more than just material planning system functionality.
Figure 24 summarizes the problems.

Figure 24: Summary future scenario problems

4.2.2. O-requirements
The material planning schema system and production control material planning schema
system workflow management systems (WFMSs), or more specifically production WFMSs.
Production WFMSs define routings on a predefined process description captured in rigid
process models (Dumas et al., 2013). These systems are traditional and known to be rigid,
i.e. hard to accommodate routing deviations.
Production WFMSs are part of the workflow management paradigm within business
process management (BPM). There are two types of BPM paradigms, the workflow
management paradigm and the case-handling paradigm. Within the workflow management
paradigm, a second type of WFMSs are ad-hoc WFMSs (Dumas et al., 2013). Figure 25
provides an overview of the BPM paradigms.
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Figure 25: BPM paradigms, based on Dumas et al. (2013)

Ad-hoc WFMSs enable the on-the-fly creation and modification of process definitions
(Dumas et al., 2013). This implies a huge increase in routing flexibility decisions. Each case
type (e.g. type of sales order) has a private process definition, preventing issues when
updating a general process definition with running instances (Dumas et al., 2013). To apply
ad-hoc WFMSs, two O-requirements need to be adhered to in terms of workflow patterns
categorized by Van der Aalst (2011) (Appendix J). First, end users have to be very aware of
the processes in which they operate, i.e. control-flow patterns to structure the production
process. Second, the consequences of deviating from the regular process flow have to be
known, i.e. exception handling patterns. An example of the implementation of ad-hoc WFMSs
is the HORSE project (Grefen, Vanderfeesten, & Boultadakis, 2015), though focused solely
on SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) and therefore not directly relevant for TC.
Case-handling systems use implicit process models which capture a conventional flow
from which, unless explicitly prohibited, a user can deviate (Dumas et al., 2013). Here,
information has to be available on both the current status of the production process as well as
the minimal restrictions within the production flow to be adhered to. Again, two O-requirements
were discriminated in terms of workflow patterns categorized by Van der Aalst (2011)
(Appendix J). First, data about the production process routing has to be captured within the
material planning schema real-time, i.e. data patterns. Second, the minimal constraints within
the production process have to be known, i.e. exception handling patterns. An example in
practice is modular assembly used by Audi (Berman, 2015). Modular assembly abandons the
sequence flow within a production line. Therefore, the components in production are moved
through different work stations on ‘air cushions’ or even via ‘drones’, following a specific case
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route and only taking into account minimal restrictions in sequence (Berman, 2015) (Figure
26). Note that TC currently uses production lines and only has a limited number of work
stations. So if TC were to choose this direction, its production plants require a total
reconfiguration.

Figure 26: Impression of Audi's factory of the future, taken from Berman (2015)

Based on the above, the O-requirements are listed in Table 2. Note that the two BPM
paradigms represent two types of O-requirements, i.e. (1B) ad-hoc workflow management and
(2) case-handling. In Subsection 4.4, the decision is made on which paradigm to follow.
Table 2: O-requirements

Future
organizational Index O-requirements
type
1B. Ad-hoc workflow
O1.1 Control-flow patterns in the interaction between the
management
production process and material planning process.
O1.2 Exception handling patterns in the routing of the
material planning process.
2. Case-handling

O2.1
O2.2

Data patterns in the interaction between the
production process and material planning process.
Exception handling patterns in the routing of the
material planning process.

4.2.3. A-requirements
As visualized in Figure 24, four sub problems were discriminated. However, as mentioned,
the last two sub problems are not weaknesses related to the design of the IS architecture.
Therefore, only the first two sub problems were leading for the A-requirements, i.e. (1)
throughput time is too high-level and (2) there exists no flexibility in offsetting times.
The first problem is solvable by changing the unit of time of most systems within AS-IS
modelA (Figure 22). This solution requires a change in the data model. A data model visualizes
the relationships between entities within systems (Dijkman, 2014). Adjusting the data model
takes some time to implement and requires a profound exercise as to what other systems are
involved.
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However, a more serious problem is that the unit of time within the systems will still not
equal actual production time. In other words, the solution is temporarily due to an
asynchronous coupling between the actual production process and material planning.
Asynchronous coupling means that certain functions operate independently of other functions
in time (Grefen, 2016). Therefore, synchronous coupling is required between production
systems and material planning systems.
The second problem is solvable by hand within the current systems, but is very inefficient.
The material planning schema couples production lines with times. This coupling is now
needed to determine the location of material supplies and inventory write-offs. This coupling
however prohibits a flexible change in start time and/or end time per order when required.
Now, different names for the same production line have to be created for a different type of
order, because the system cannot handle two names that are the same when the timing is
not. To automate this, a database can be added that provides the coupling of different types
of orders with different routings. However, this means that alterations in the routing during
execution, e.g. due to a material error, are still not possible. Clearly, building flexibility within
the current systems is the challenge.
A flexible system is defined as a system where it is relatively easy (in terms of low time
and costs) to make certain classes of changes (Moses, 2010), accommodating a certain
amount of variation regarding requirements from the supported business processes (Gebauer
& Schober, 2006) by relying on constraints built within (Naab, 2011; Moses, 2010). Loose
coupling (i.e. asynchronous coupling) allows for dynamic system landscapes (Grefen, 2016).
Therefore, asynchronous coupling is required between types of orders and routing.
The resulting A-requirements are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: A-requirements

Problem
(1) Throughput time too high-

Index A-requirements
A1

Synchronous coupling between production

level
(2) No flexibility in offsetting

& material planning systems (bottom-up)
A2

Asynchronous coupling between type of

times

orders & routing systems (top-down)

4.3. Step 3: Reference models
In this subsection, relevant reference models were selected based on the O-requirements
and A-requirements defined in Subsection 4.2 using the results of the literature review
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conducted by Tummers (2017a) (Appendix G). Table 4 provides an overview of the selection
of reference models based on the O- and A-requirements. These models are all IS
architectures visualizing the software aspect, but may differ in their positions on the
aggregation, abstraction, and realization dimensions (Tummers, 2017a).
Note that MRP runs were booming in the 70’s, when competition was much less fierce,
product lifecycles were longer, and variation of products smaller (Miclo et al., 2016). As such,
traditional MRP systems required only a Bill-of-Materials (BOM) in combination with a
business process model with fixed lead times, i.e. production WFMSs, as input. Now,
increased variability of demand, supply, and internal processes requires a material planning
system that can effectively use (close to) real-time information on material flows (Miclo et al.,
2016; Hofmann & Rüsch, 2017). Therefore, the demand-driven operations model (DDOM)
was added as possible reference model (Ptak & Smith, 2016).
Table 4: Overview selection reference models based on O-requirements and A-requirements

Req. MAS
index
O1.1
O1.2
O2.1
O2.2
A1
A2
Req.
index

Private
cloud

PMGrid

OLAP

Realtime
BI

X
X

X
BDAPL

O1.1
O1.2
O2.1
X
O2.2
A1
X
A2
X
Req. eScop
index

O1.1
O1.2
O2.1
O2.2
A1
A2

MAERP SOA SMIS

X
X
ARIS
House
of BPM
X
X

X

X

SCE

VECCF

X
X

X
X
X
X

WMS

APS

X
X
Eventdriven
TMS

X
X
X
SIBUS

X
X
X
X
X
X
Demanddriven
operations
model
(DDOM)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
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X
SMN

X
X
EPC
network

X
X
X
X
SAP
R/3

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

As mentioned in Section 3, two combinations were selected for further analysis, i.e. one
with a narrow focus as basis for the design of TO-BE modelA and one with a broad focus as
a basis for the design of TO-BE modelB in the IT landscape. Figure 27 visualizes the
possibilities per BPM paradigm. These possibilities are also visualized in Table 4 by the darker
cells. Note that here the choice was made to focus on ad-hoc workflow management, as casehandling would require a significant physical change within TC’s production plant as well.

Figure 27: Selected reference models

The first combination with a narrow focus is the event-driven TMS model combined with
the DDOM model. The selection of these reference models was as follows. First, the DDOM
model replacing the material planning systems already adhered to requirements A1 and A2.
Second, other reference models were selected based on whether they could support ad-hoc
workflow management or case-handling (respectively requirements O1.1 and O1.2 or O2.1
and O2.2). As mentioned, the choice was made to focus on ad-hoc workflow management.
The ARIS House of BPM by Scheer & Schneider (2006) was considered too high-level, i.e.
focusing on the general monitoring and improving of processes, and not recent enough. SMN
(Smart Manufacturing Networks) by Papazoglou, Van den Heuvel, & Mascolo (2015) aim for
transparency in the whole manufacturing chain, i.e. inter-organizational processes, while the
narrow scope here asks for a focus on intra-organizational processes.
Second, representing a broad focus, the SIBUS (Smart Factory Information Service Bus)
by Yoon et al. (2016) was chosen. SIBUS adhered to all O- and A-requirements. This model
uses smart factory or industry 4.0 principles. Note that these principles extend the future vision
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of a more fine-grained, flexible material planning schema to other future visions discriminated
during the workshop (Appendix L), e.g. tracking & tracing, centralize data.
A brief description of the reference models chosen is given in the subsequent subsections.

4.3.1. DDOM
DDOM has been designed to accommodate demand-driven MRP (DDMRP), using a
DDMRP, DDS (demand-driven scheduling), DDE (demand-driven execution), and DDS&OP
module (Ptak & Smith, 2016) (Figure 28). DDMRP is a new development in the domain of
logistics and defined as “a multi-echelon demand and supply planning and execution
methodology” (Miclo et al., 2016). It combines amongst others the best of traditional MRP,
Lean, Theory of Constraints, and Six Sigma (Ptak & Smith, 2016). The main difference with
traditional MRP is that DDMRP uses immediate input from the production process, i.e. the
location and status of strategically placed inventory. Traditional MRP was never designed to
manage stock positions real-time within production (Miclo et al., 2016).

Figure 28: DDOM, taken from Ptak & Smith (2016)

Within TC, this affects material planning as follows. Ptak & Smith (2016) state that the
location of inventory is most important. In addition, demand should be an independent
parameter (i.e. the x in y=f(x), reflecting the current, real-time, situation and not a forecasted
future). This is a lean principle. Consequently, planning parameters or master settings are
dynamic. Two parameters are hereby key; (1) the selecting and positioning of articles as
strategic buffers and (2) setting the inventory levels. First, the selecting and positioning
decisions are based on several decoupling point placement criteria (i.e. customer tolerance
time, market potential lead time, fixed sales order period, external variability in sales orders,
inventory leverage, and flexibility and bottlenecks). In essence, the strategic buffers are pullbased (i.e. make-to-order), while the unbuffered articles are pushed-based (i.e. make-tostock). Second, the strategic buffer levels are dynamically adjusted according to average daily
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usage (ADU), ASRLT (i.e. the longest unprotected sequence in terms of lead times), and plan
adjustment factors (PAF) (e.g. seasonal variability smoothing). There exist three buffer alert
levels, i.e. safety stock, mean in-process replenishment quantity, and replenishment size.
The DDS&OP system dynamically adjusts the master settings as described above.
Hereby, the DDS&OP system, like other S&OP systems, balances supply with demand on the
medium term (Wiers & De Kok, 2016), now however based on the current, real-time situation.
DDMRP provides the purchase and manufacturing orders based on these master settings
(Ptak & Smith, 2016). The demand driven scheduling (DDS) system supports the resource
scheduling synchronization, i.e. check the DDMRP system’s output with current, real-time
capacity constraints, possibly leading to revises in the requested date (i.e. promised date).
Finally, the demand driven execution (DDE) system supports the real-time order and buffer
management, i.e. execution of planning and scheduling decisions, and alerts the DDS and
DDMRP system about its progression and possible planning or scheduling issues.

4.3.2. Event-driven TMS
Baumgrass et al. (2015) designed a software architecture for transportation planning and
monitoring in a collaborative network (Figure 29). The basic idea behind their architecture is
using IT to create a ‘control tower’, assigning and monitoring transportation resources to
transportation orders. It is argued that these principles can be similarly implemented within
material management, especially if combined with a material planning reference model like
DDOM. To guard for any confusion, the event-driven TMS reference model is termed the
event-driven MMS (Material Management System) reference model. In addition, the
collaborative network is translated to the intra-organizational network of different business
functions.
application MMS

User Interface
(Planner)

User Interface
(Device)

Route Planning

Information Store

Process
Configurator

Material Planning

Event Manager

Orchestration
Engine

Event Source

Figure 29: Event-driven MMS, adapted from Baumgrass et al. (2015)
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The functionalities provided by the control tower translated to TC are (1) the
provisioning of information on the availability of resources, (2) the provisioning of information
on capacity availability, (3) automated detection and prediction of disruptions of production
process and resources (e.g. quality defects), (4) offline planning (before the order is executed),
(5) online planning (while the order is executed, taking real-time information about resource
availability and disruption into account), (6) robust planning (taking into account likely changes
in production planning), and (7) automated reconfiguration of the tracking and tracing facilities
based on changes in the production plan (Braumgrass et al., 2015). Note that these
functionalities complement the functionalities provided by DDOM, e.g. information on
disruptions (functionality (3)), is used by the DDE system module to alert the DDS and DDMRP
system modules.
The systems defined within the software architecture by Baumgrass et al. (2015) are
as follows. Two user interfaces, one for the material planner and one for the production floor,
are defined. In addition, a process configurator is defined to be used by a process designer,
describing the activities that must be executed per order type, i.e. a BPM system. In the middle,
a layer of planning systems are defined, both material and/or capacity planning and routing.
One layer below, an event manager is defined. The event manager is a publish-subscribe
mechanism that can be used to monitor events published by event sources (i.e. triggers within
the production process).

4.3.3. SIBUS
A smart factory should be able to (1) collect manufacturing data, (2) analyze the data to
derive useful information, and (3) provide this information to the applications that use it (Yoon
et al., 2016). Yoon et al. (2016) have designed the Smart Factory Information Service Bus
(SIBUS) to accommodate the implementation of the smart factory or industry 4.0. A
visualization of the principles of a smart factory is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Smart factory principles, taken from Yoon et al. (2016)

On the left-hand side, the different manufacturing components are networked and realtime information on their current status is collected and combined to create autonomous
(optimized) processes (Yoon et al., 2016), making use of Internet of Things (IoT) technology.
On the right-hand side, three different hierarchical layers within an organization are visible.
The information exchange between the right- and left-hand side is achieved via middleware
technology, i.e. the SIBUS.
The IS architecture of SIBUS is visualized in Figure 31. Within the top-layer, i.e.
process layer, a BPM functionalities are supported. The manufacturing services are located
in the management service (middle) layer and categorized as either Smart Machine Controller
(SMC) for providing direct machine services, Smart Manufacturing Optimizer (SMO) for
process preparation services (e.g. scheduling), Smart Manufacturing Execution System
(SMES) for process execution services (e.g. planning), and Smart Enterprise ContentManagement System (SECM) for enterprise services (e.g. decision-making). On the shopfloor
service (lowest) layer, the product, resource, and human agents are connected to the SMES
within the machine services layer and designed for respectively managing the individual
factory elements products, resources, and humans.
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Figure 31: SIBUS, taken from Yoon et al. (2016)

4.4. Step 4: Gap analysis
Note that two gap analyses were required, the first to determine the gap between the ASIS modelA and the reference models DDOM and event-driven MMS (i.e. input for the design
of TO-BE modelA), and a second to determine the gap between the AS-IS modelB and the
reference model SIBUS (i.e. input for the design of TO-BE modelB). Within each gap analysis,
two steps were taken. First any structural gaps (i.e. differences in cell-positions between the
AS-IS model and reference model(s) within the three-dimensional cube) were identified and
bridged to have the same starting position. Second, the AS-IS systems’ functionality was
mapped to the reference model systems’ functionality, resulting in conclusions on the gap
analysis.

4.4.1. Gap analysis AS-IS modelA and reference models DDOM and eventdriven MMS
In this subsection, the gap analysis between AS-IS modelA and the reference models
DDOM and event-driven MMS is described.
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4.4.1.1.

Structural gap AS-IS modelA and reference models DDOM and event-driven
MMS

The positions of AS-IS modelA and reference models DDOM and event-driven MMS are
visualized in Figure 32. Remember that AS-IS modelA was positioned at aggregation level 3,
abstraction level 1, and realization level 3. The DDOM reference model is positioned at
aggregation level 3, abstraction level 1, and realization level 2. The event-driven MMS
reference model is positioned at aggregation level 3, abstraction level 1, and realization level
31.

Figure 32: Structural gap AS-IS modelA, DDOM, and event-driven MMS

As visualized in Figure 32 by arrow (1), only the DDOM reference model had to bridge
a structural gap of one level down the realization dimension, i.e. from level 2 to level 3. To
bridge this structural gap, the different plannings levels as defined by OMBOK APICS (2008)
were used. The planning hierarchy is layered based on a time horizon, i.e. from a highest layer
or longest time horizon to a lowest layer or shortest time horizon. Respectively, these layers
within DDOM are represented by the systems demand-driven material requirements planning
(DDMRP), demand-driven scheduling (DDS), and demand-driven execution (DDE). The
demand-driven sales & operations planning (DDS&OP) system provides input to both the
DDMRP and the DDS, and hence represents a column alongside the first two layers. The
demand database provides input to DDMRP and is therefore positioned only on the highest
layer.
Figure 33 visualizes DDOM positioned at realization level 3.

1

The position of the event-driven MMS (or originally event-driven TMS) reference model differs from the original position
proposed in Tummers (2017), due to a small difference in defining the abstraction levels within the three-dimensional cube.
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application DDOM
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(DDMRP)
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(DDS)
Demand-driven
execution system
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Figure 33: DDOM (positioned at aggregation level 3, abstraction level 1, and realization level 3)

4.4.1.2.

System mappings AS-IS modelA and reference models DDOM and event-driven
MMS

Figure 34 provides an overview of the necessary mappings of AS-IS modelA. Note that the
blue systems’ functionality remains, the orange systems’ functionality is replaced, and the red
systems’ functionality is redundant. For the detailed system mappings the reader is referred
to Appendix M.
application AS-IS modelA system mappings
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Figure 34: System mappings AS-IS modelA
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Order parts list
system
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Requirements
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Report ready
system

Manufacturing Execution System

Order ready
system

Material error
Material error
list2
list3

Main Enterprise Resource Planning system

Support Enterprise Resource Planning System

The AS-IS systems’ functionality that needs to be replaced are mainly material planning
systems. These are replaced by the DDOM system modules providing the added functionality
to translate data directly from events occurring within production to material planning. Note
that the current (AS-IS) Advanced Planning Systems (APSs) were already able to translate
data directly from production. Most redundant AS-IS systems’ functionality is within industrial
automation and support applications for planning and scheduling. These systems are mainly
self-built, local applications with functionality now provided by the reference model systems.

4.4.2. Gap analysis AS-IS modelB and reference model SIBUS
In this subsection, the gap analysis between AS-IS modelB and the reference model SIBUS
is described.
4.4.2.1.

Structural gap AS-IS modelB and reference model SIBUS

The positions of AS-IS modelB and reference model SIBUS are visualized in Figure 35.
Remember that AS-IS modelB was positioned at aggregation level 2, abstraction level 1, and
realization level 3. SIBUS is positioned at aggregation level 4, abstraction level 1, and
realization level 2.

Figure 35: Structural gap AS-IS modelB and SIBUS

Figure 35 also visualizes the structural gap between AS-IS modelB and SIBUS and the
three steps required to bridge this gap, i.e. three arrows. First, SIBUS needed to move two
steps up the aggregation dimension, i.e. arrow (1) and arrow (2). Figure 36 visualizes these
steps taken. Next, one step down the realization dimension, i.e. from level 2 to level 3, was
required, visualized by arrow (3) in Figure 35. Finally, SIBUS postioned at aggregation level
2, abstraction level 1, and realization level 3 is visualized in Figure 37.
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application SIBUS
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Figure 36: Left: SIBUS positioned at aggregation level 3. Right: SIBUS positioned at aggregation level 2
application SIBUS

Process management system

Management service system

Shopfloor service system

Figure 37: SIBUS (positioned at aggregation level 2, abstraction level 1, and realization level 3)

4.4.2.2.

System mappings AS-IS modelB and reference model SIBUS

Figure 38 provides an overview of the necessary mappings of AS-IS modelB. Note that
again the blue systems’ functionality remains, the orange systems’ functionality is replaced,
and the red systems’ functionality is redundant. For the detailed system mappings the reader
is again referred to Appendix M.
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class AS-IS modelB system mappings
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Figure 38: System mappings AS-IS modelB

Note that the industrial automation applications, support applications, support ERP system,
and main ERP system have a system functionality that will partly remain and partly be replaced
(i.e. both red and blue). The functionality that will remain is for example the support for the
financial processes within the production & logistics process. The material planning system
functionality will for example be redundant. Another example of a redundant system is the
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) system. Traditional EDI, used for the exchange of files
between business process systems does not support inter-organizational processes (Li et al.,
2009).
The manufacturing execution system (MES), supervisory control and data acquisition
system (SCADA), and master controller/prophecy system are replaced. These are the
systems that directly, top-down, control the production process. The systems from the SIBUS
reference model control not just top-down, but also bottom-up. In other words, these systems
are replaced to provide a direct action-reaction pattern using IoT technology.

4.5. Step 5: TO-BE model
In this subsection the TO-BE models are visualized, respectively TO-BE modelA and TOBE modelB.
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TC-specific visualizations of the TO-BE models have been developed as well, though due
to confidentiality only available on request (Tummers, 2017c).

4.5.1. TO-BE modelA
TO-BE modelA is visualized in Figure 39.
TO-BE modelA still has a batch sequential pattern within the main ERP system and
support ERP system, but now also a combination of explicit (i.e. synchronous) and implicit
(asynchronous) invocation patterns between the new system modules, as prescribed by the
A-requirements. For example, the process configurator has an implicit invocation pattern with
the route planning system module, while the event manager has an explicit invocation pattern
with DDMRP. The process configurator is a flexible BPM system enabling ad-hoc workflow
management, as prescribed by the O-requirements. TO-BE modelA furthermore shows a
clear, layered style.
application TO-BE modelA

Process configurator

Main Enterprise Resource Planning system

Support Enterprise Resource Planning System

Order management
system

Local Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling5
Local Advanced Local Advanced
Planning &
Planning &
Scheduling6
Scheduling1

Local Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling3

Order management
third parties
system

Local Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling4

Local Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling8

Local Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling2

Manufacturing
order monitoring
system

User-interface
(Planner)

User-interface
(Device)

Route planning

Demand-driven
MRP system
(DDMRP)

Demand-driven
sales &
operational
planning system
(DDS&OP)

Event Manager

Orchestration
Engine

Delivery schema
system

Central Advanced
Planning &
Scheduling system

Local Advanced Data warehouse Local Advanced
Planning &
system
Planning &
Scheduling9
Scheduling7

Manufacturing Execution System

Demand-driven
execution system
(DDE)

Production progress
location systems

Figure 39: TO-BE modelA

4.5.2. TO-BE modelB
TO-BE modelB is visualized in Figure 40.
TO-BE modelB’s new system modules also have a clear, layered style, like TO-BE
modelA. Due to TO-BE modelB’s broad scope, a columned style is also visible. The pattern of
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the new system modules is layered (i.e. synchronous coupling). Note that smart factory
principles make the asynchronous coupling required for type of orders and routing through the
production process unnecessary. The smart factory principles pushes this functionality
downwards, i.e. closer to the actual production process, by using IoT technology (Yoon et al.,
2016). This is different from the traditional layers within AS-IS modelB proposed by Chen
(2005), i.e. ERP, MES, and SCADA.
application TO-BE modelB

Industrial
Support
Support Enterprise
automation applications Resource Planning
applications
system

Main Enterprise
Resource Planning
system

Management service system

Shopfloor service system

Figure 40: TO-BE modelB
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Process
management
system

5. Evaluation
In this section, the TO-BE models are evaluated respectively on relevance and rigor.

5.1. Evaluation on relevance
As prescribed, a sounding board was used to evaluate the TO-BE models on relevance.
Detailed results of this evaluation are stated in Appendix N. Remember that the criteria used
here are based on Shrivastava (1987).

5.1.1. Evaluation on relevance TO-BE modelA
In general, the event-driven MMS model in combination with the DDOM model as solution
direction was positively received within TC in terms of meaningfulness, goal relevance, and
innovativeness. The event-driven approach is known within TC to control linefeeding decisions
closer to the actual production process. The demand-driven approach for material planning
was perceived innovative. TC recognized the traditional MRP’s limitations in their future vision.
Action implications, i.e. operational validity, were less clear. Indeed, this project remained
conceptual in nature and specific actions to implement the TO-BE models fell out of scope.
Another question left open for further discussion was how the system modules from the
reference models are translated to commercial applications. This resulted in a lower insight
into the feasibility of cost of implementation of AS-IS modelA.

5.1.2. Evaluation on relevance TO-BE modelB
TO-BE modelB presents an (almost) total IT-landscape replacement. This reduced the
perceived relevance in terms of meaningfulness. Operational validity and cost of
implementation were less clear for similar reasons as TO-BE modelA.
The concept smart factory or industry 4.0 resulted initially in many questions. The general
opinion was: “Why do we need to consider this now?”. Goal relevance of TO-BE modelB
increased after further explanation of the opportunities in terms of their future vision.
Introducing this solution direction did however provide non-obvious insights into the practical
problem, i.e. high innovativeness.

5.2. Evaluation on rigor
As prescribed, a paper-based evaluation using design principles by Greefhorst & Proper
(2011) was used to evaluate the TO-BE models on rigor. Detailed results of this evaluation
are stated in Appendix O.
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5.2.1. Evaluation on rigor TO-BE modelA
The evaluation on rigor of TO-BE modelA had several results.
First, design principles related to the handling of business information relevant for material
planning are adhered to in TO-BE modelA due to the addition of the DDOM model, e.g. design
principle 3: Stock is kept to a minimum and design principle 8: Routine tasks are automized
(manual workarounds within material planning redundant). Second, the addition of a flexible
BPM system greatly enhances process handling in terms of efficiency and maintainability, e.g.
design principle 41: Processes are supported by a business process management system.
Third, the event-driven approach to link the production process with material planning
improves the management of data. For example, design principle 14: Data are provided by
the source and design principle 15: Data are maintained in the source application are both
supported by the event manager, i.e. handling data from the event sources, and the
orchestration engine. Fourth, the clear, layered structure of TO-BE modelA, i.e. (from high to
low) process management, planning, scheduling, and execution, supports modularity of
systems. This is design principle 28: Applications are modular. Modular applications are more
reliable, since changes have a more localized impact that is easier to predict (Greefhorst &
Proper, 2011). Finally, TO-BE modelA replaces many self-built applications within AS-IS
modelA that are not centrally supported. Hereby, the governance of system applications has
been improved, e.g. design principle 35: Components have a clear owner and design principle
36: IT systems are standardized and reused throughout the organization. This reduces the
negative consequences as mentioned in Section 4 and consistent with Greefhorst & Proper
(2011), i.e. redundant investments (i.e. reinventing the wheel due to lack of central support),
unnecessary maintenance costs (i.e. responsibility unclear), and reduced data quality (i.e.
maintaining data in multiple locations introduces risks of inconsistenties).
Where TO-BE modelA is still technically constrained is the efficiency of data exchanged
via interfaces, i.e. design principle 21: Data are exchanged in real-time is not adhered to.
Remember that the main ERP system is a batch-wise, transactional system, constraining the
wish for increased flexibility and transparency. As such, the event-driven approach can only
provide data close to real-time.

5.2.2. Evaluation on rigor TO-BE modelB
The evaluation on rigor of TO-BE modelB had similar results as the evaluation on rigor of
TO-BE modelA.
First, the handling of business information has improved compared to AS-IS modelB, e.g.
design principle 3: Stock is kept to a minimum. Second, again the use of a BPM system greatly
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enhanced the handling of processes, e.g. design principle 41: Processes are supported by a
business process management system. Third, the management of data has improved as well
compared to AS-IS modelB, e.g. design principle 14: Data are provided by the source and
design principle 15: Data are maintained in the source application. Fourth, TO-BE modelB like
TO-BE modelA replaces many self-built applications not centrally supported, reducing
unnecessary investments, maintenance costs, and improving data quality, e.g. design
principle 35: Components have a clear owner and design principle 36: IT systems are
standardized and reused throughout the organization. Finally, design principle 28:
Applications are modular are also adhered to by using a clear, layered structure.
The difference compared to TO-BE modelA lies in the smart factory principles used by TOBE modelB. As mentioned, smart factory principles place functionalities like planning and
scheduling closer to the production process, i.e. design principle 6: Management layers are
minimized. In addition, the use of IoT technology implies that design principle 21: Data are
exchanged in real-time can now be adhered to.

5.3. Conclusions & Recommendations for TC
Based on the evaluations on relevance and rigor (Subsection 5.2), two conclusions can
be drawn for TC.
First, both TO-BE models introduce two main system requirements within the current ASIS IS architecture. First, a more flexible BPM system is introduced. The advantages of BPM
systems are workload reduction through automation, flexible system integration, execution
transparency, and rule enforcement (Dumas et al., 2013). Specifically within TC, routing within
the production process needed as input for material planning requires less manual
workarounds, is more flexible and transparent for material planners, and enforces rules in
linking different types of orders to different types of routing. Second, a direct interface between
the current production process status and material planning is introduced. Feedback of actual
uncertainties directly from the production process helps in coping with the inherent uncertainty
in material planning (De Kok & Wiers, 2016). Positive consequences are, amongst others,
inventory reduction and proactive material error management. To conclude, the systems have
to support more flexibility and transparency, not prescribe a perfect, deterministic world.
Second, TO-BE modelA scored higher on relevance than TO-BE modelB, but lower on
rigor. Two reasons exist. First, TO-BE modelB presents a (almost) total IT-landscape
transformation, implying a huge effort in terms of time and costs for TC. Second, TO-BE
modelA’s opportunities are more detailed due to the narrow scope taken. Therefore, the extent
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of TO-BE modelB’s opportunities within TC compared to TO-BE modelA requires further
investigation in terms of other future visions within TC.
Based on the conclusions, three recommendations for TC are discriminated.
First, to avoid inflexibility on the company’s strategic level a shift is required from solely
bottom-up (operational) architectural design to incorporating both bottom-up as well as topdown (strategic) architectural design. Hereby, the DDBITA framework can aid in future reviews
of the current (AS-IS) IS architecture. Second, both TO-BE modelA as well as TO-BE modelB
are options for TC to implement to achieve strategic BITA. However, to truly compare these
two options the opportunities of TO-BE modelB require further investigation in terms of other
future visions within TC. Finally, the next step for TC to take is to translate the new systems
within the TO-BE models to standard commercial software ready for implementation.
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6. Conclusions on the DDBITA framework
In this section, conclusions on the generalizability of the DDBITA framework, limitations,
and directions for future research are listed.

6.1. Conclusions on generalizability of the DDBITA framework
To conclude on the generalizability of the DDBITA framework, the implementation of the
specific design process within TC can be considered a case study. Therefore, any TC-specific
implementation decisions are discussed here to determine whether similar decisions are also
relevant in other case studies.
First, the design and positioning of the AS-IS model was TC-specific. The decisions were
dependent on the current documentation and knowledge available within the company.
However, the three-dimensional design cube allows for other design paths and positions as
well. In fact, in Section 3 it was mentioned that the different levels per dimension within the
cube can be altered per case study if required. Only if case studies are to be compared to
each other in, for example, a benchmark study should the levels defined be equal. As such, a
company like TC would benefit from the DDBITA framework being implemented in other case
studies as well. One critical note is needed here. The AS-IS model was assumed to be aligned
on an operational level. If this is not the case within another case study, the DDBITA framework
as proposed here is not applicable and will require further extensions.
Second, the BOAT-requirements were defined and formatted according to the BOATframework by Grefen (2016) and the modernized Truijens framework proposed by Grefen
(2016). As noted in Section 3, the aspects within the modernized Truijens framework are
applicable to all BOAT-requirements, resulting in a huge flexibility in formatting decisions.
Depending on the case study, different combinations are possible. To guide this decision,
standardization of the different possibilities may be a next step to improve the DDBITA
framework’s usefulness.
Third, the selection of appropriate reference models depended on the availability of these
models within the specific domain, i.e. logistics within TC. This is a necessary assumption for
the DDBITA framework’s generalizability.
Fourth, the positioning and bridging of structural gaps within the gap analysis was again
TC-specific. However, as mentioned the three-dimensional design cube can be adapted to the
project-specific needs. One critical note here; further down the aggregation level the effort
needed to perform the gap analysis increases and feasibility may becomes an issue.
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Finally, translating the conclusions from the gap analysis to TO-BE models is a
reproducible exercise if provided with company-specific information.
The interviews and workshop used to extract the necessary information from the company
are inherently company-specific. These empirical methods will however not impair on the
DDBITA framework’s generalizability.
To conclude, the DDBITA framework is generalizable to the large-scale, high-tech,
manufacturing industry organizations that have to deal with a legacy situation with BITA
aligned solely on an operational level. Other capital-intensive industries that require huge
investments in digital assets rather than production assets, e.g. telecommunications, may find
the DDBITA framework useful to gain insight. However, changing digital assets is relatively
easier than changing a physical plant. As such, it is believed that the DDBITA framework as
proposed now is relevant for capital-intensive industry organizations for which its capital are
physical assets.

6.2. Limitations
Two assumptions regarding the DDBITA framework were necessary. First, alignment on
an operational level was assumed to be present within the case study. This assumption may
not apply in industries other than capital-intensive industries, e.g. social media industry. A
second necessary assumption was that relevant reference models are available. This
assumption is more difficult to generalize and really depends on the specific application
domain.
Two critical notes are added. First, the B- and T-requirements were not applied within TC.
This may have impaired on the insight provided by the TO-BE models. Second, the term future
was bounded to future scenarios relevant within approximately 5 years. Applying a different
future boundary on the DDBITA framework is expected to be possible if between two
extremes, i.e. too narrow implies losing a strategic focus and too broad implies losing
relevance and the availability of relevant reference models.

6.3. Directions for future research
As mentioned in Section 3, the DBITA framework by Maes et al. (2000) used to design the
DDBITA framework, was itself an extension of Henderson & Venkatraman (1993)’s strategic
alignment model. As such, the DDBITA framework is an extension of Henderson &
Venkatraman (1993) on two accounts. First, the framework supports dynamic (D) BITA.
Second, supporting a specific design process of an IS architecture plays a central role in the
DDBITA framework. These extensions are illustrated using the four dominant alignment
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perspectives defined by Henderson & Venkatraman (1993) (Appendix D). Both the strategy
execution alignment perspective as well as the technology transformation alignment
perspective start with the business strategy as driver and end with an IS architecture design.
The difference is that the strategy execution alignment perspective focuses on operational
BITA, while the technology transformation alignment perspective focuses on strategic BITA.
The DDBITA framework, as illustrated by the case study, combines both. The specific design
process starts with a legacy situation resulting from a strategy execution alignment perspective
and combines this perspective with the technology transformation alignment perspective by
incorporating not only B- and O-requirements (business strategy), but also A- and Trequirements (IT strategy).
Several directions for future research for the DDBITA framework can be discriminated.
In general, to enhance proof for the DDBITA framework’s generalizability its
implementation in other case studies as future research is recommended.
Three more specific future extensions of the DDBITA framework are; (1) standardize the
different formatting combinations of the BOAT-requirements using the BOAT-framework and
modernized Truijens framework to aid other case studies in implementing the DDBITA
framework, (2) extend the DDBITA framework using, for example, Zachman or Archimate to
be able to review a complete enterprise architecture, and (3) define design dimensions for
operational alignment to broaden the possible case studies.
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Appendix A: Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm
The Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm defines three research cycles (Hevner,
2007) and a knowledge contribution framework (Gregor & Hevner, 2013), respectively
visualized in Appendix A.1 and A.2.

A.1. Three research cycles (Hevner, 2007)
The three research cycles as defined by Hevner (2007) are visualized in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Three research cycles (Hevner, 2007)

A.2. The knowledge contribution framework (Gregor & Hevner, 2013)
The knowledge contribution framework as defined by Gregor & Hevner (2013) is
visualized in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Knowledge contribution framework (Gregor & Hevner, 2013)
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Appendix B: Shrivastava’s (1987) relevance criteria
In this study, the architectural design as output of the implementation of the solution
design is evaluated on relevance using the five criteria for assessing relevance defined by
Shrivastava (1987). Table 5 provides an overview of these five criteria.
Table 5: Relevance criteria, based on Shrivastava (1987)

1

Criteria

Explanation

Meaningfulness

The architectural design is meaningful, understandable, and
adequately adheres to strategic problems faced by TC.

2

Goal relevance

The architectural design adheres to performance indicators
that are relevant for TC’s goals.

3

Operational validity

The architectural design provides clear action implications.

4

Innovativeness

The architectural design transcends ‘commonsense’ solutions
and provides non-obvious insights into practical problems.

5

Cost of

The architectural design is feasible in terms of costs and time.

implementation
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Appendix C: Research plan
The project was scheduled to run from Monday February 6th 2017 to Monday July 17th
2017 (i.e. 23 weeks). The final evaluation was on July 17th, 2017. Note that the TC-specific
research plan (Appendix C.2) shows phase 2 of the high-level research plan (Appendix C.1)
in more detail, based on the proposed conceptual, artifact-centric, design framework for DBITA
derived in phase 1, i.e. the DDBITA framework.

C.1. Gantt chart (high-level)
The high-level Gantt chart visualized in Figure 43 shows the research steps visualized
in Figure 7 (Section 2).

Figure 43: Gantt chart (high-level)

C.2. Gantt chart (TC-specific)
The TC-specific Gantt chart visualized in Figure 44 shows the specific design process
steps as visualized in Figure 18 (Section 3).
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Figure 44: Gantt chart (TC-specific)

C.3. Risk analysis (TC-specific)
The risk analysis was based on Smith & Merritt (2002), using a 3-point scale (i.e. low,
medium, and high) on likelihood and negative impact. Here, likelihood is defined as the
probability that the risk event will occur. Negative impact describes the amount of negative
effect of the risk event on the project. An overview of the risk analysis is provided in Table 6.
Table 6: Risk analysis (TC-specific)

Risk event Likelihood Negative
Impact
1: AS-IS model
Scope of logistic process Medium
Medium
too large
Not enough time Medium
Medium
scheduled to interview all
relevant people
Difficulties in sharing use Medium
High
of information systems

Complexity too high Medium/
High

High
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Action

Avoid by clearly marking the scope.
Mitigate by re-scoping in iteration.
Mitigate by start preparing next part.

Avoid by explaining in advance the
purpose and benefits of the project.
Mitigate by using other information
sources.
Transfer by seeking help from
contact person and/or management
support at TC.
Avoid by ensuring the scope is
manageable.
Mitigate by choosing different
aggregation and/or abstraction level
and/or re-scope at iteration.

Deliverable step 1 not
accepted
2: BOAT-requirements
Difficulties in developing
future scenario’s during
workshop
Not enough time
scheduled
Deliverable step 2 not
accepted
3: Reference models
No suitable reference
models
Not enough time
scheduled
Deliverable step 3 not
accepted
4: Gap analysis
Not enough time
scheduled
Deliverable step 4 not
accepted
4: TO-BE situation
Visualization TO-BE
model too complex

Low/
Medium

High

Avoid/ Revise

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Transfer by seeking help from
contact person and/or management
support at TC.
Mitigate by start preparing next part.

Low

Medium

Avoid/ Revise

Low

High

Low

Medium

Avoid by conducting in advance a
literature review on the topic.
Mitigate by start preparing next part.

Low

High

Avoid/ Revise

Low

Medium

Mitigate by start preparing next part.

Low

High

Avoid/ Revise

Low/
Medium

Medium/
High

Accept and find alternative (less
complex) visualization.
Mitigate by seeking contact with
experts in visualization.
Accept by postponing deadline
(maximum 2 weeks).
Avoid/ Revise

Not enough time Low
scheduled
Deliverable step 5 not Low
accepted

Medium
High
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Appendix D: Strategic alignment model (SAM) by Henderson &
Venkatraman (1993)
Figure 45 visualizes the strategic alignment model (SAM) by Henderson &
Venkatraman (1993), taken from Maes et al. (2000) due to better quality of the picture.
Henderson & Venkatraman (1993) describe four dominant alignment perspectives, i.e.
types of BITA:
1. Strategy execution: going from (1) business strategy, to (2) organizational
infrastructure and processes, and (3) IS infrastructure and processes.
2. Technology potential: going from (1) business strategy, to (2) IT strategy, and (3) I/S
infrastructure and processes.
3. Competitive potential: going from (1) IT strategy, to (2) business strategy, and (3)
organizational infrastructure and processes.
4. Service level: going from (1) IT strategy, to (2) IS infrastructure and processes, and (3)
organizational infrastructure and processes.

Figure 45: SAM by Henderson & Venkatraman (1993), taken from Maes et al. (2000)
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Appendix E: Three-dimensional design cube by Grefen (2016)
The three-dimensional design cube with the levels defined as will be used here is
visualized in Figure 46.

Figure 46: Three-dimensional design cube, based on Grefen (2016)

E.1. Aspect dimension
The aspect dimension is held implicit and provides different perspectives or viewpoints on
the IS architecture positioned within one specific cell. This dimension follows the modernized
Truijens framework as proposed by Grefen (2016) (Figure 47), i.e.:


the data aspect describes the organization of data within an IS;



the process aspect describes the business processes managed in an information
system;



the software aspect describes the organization of software or modules of an IS;



the platform aspect describes the organization of software and hardware;



the organization aspect describes how the IS is embedded into an organization.
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Figure 47: Modernized variation of Truijens framework (Grefen, 2016)

E.2. Aggregation dimension
Within the aggregation dimension, the number of components identified determines the
level of detail. Here, we define four aggregation levels as:


Level 1: a black-box;



Level 2: the black-box is opened and main architectural style visible;



Level 3: within the main architectural style components are visible;



Level 4: the components from level 3 are opened up to subcomponents.

Figure 48 shows an example of the different aggregation levels.

Figure 48: Example different aggregation levels defined

E.3. Abstraction dimension
Within the abstraction dimension, the level of concretization of the IS architecture
determines its position (i.e. the number of specific choices made).
Here, three abstraction levels are defined as follows:


Level 1: class type components specifying their functionality, i.e. general software
systems;
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Level 2: system type components specifying company-specific software systems;



Level 3: vendor specific components.

E.4. Realization dimension
Finally, the realization dimension defines the orientation of the architecture from very
business-oriented to very technology-oriented. Here, the author follows Grefen (2016) by
using the BOAT-framework. Consequently, the realization levels are as follows:


Level 1 (B): business, i.e. business goals of IS;



Level 2 (O): organization, i.e. structure to achieve business goals;



Level 3 (A): architecture, i.e. conceptual software structure;



Level 4 (T): technology, i.e. technological realization.
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Appendix F: Scope TC
Figure 49 shows the scope taken within the company (TC), based on Porter’s value
chain (Porter, 1985). Note that the green boxes with words in bold represent the scope, the
grey boxes with cursive words have a direct link within the scope, and the red boxes are
considered out of scope. The scope will from now on be referred to as the production &
logistics process.
Support

Firm Infrastructure

activities

Human Resource Management
Technology Development (i.e. product development and production
engineering)
Purchasing (i.e. procurement)

Primary

Inbound

activities

Logistics

Operations

Outbound

Marketing &

Logistics

Sales

Service

Figure 49: Scope within TC using Porter's value chain (Porter, 1985)

The production & logistics process encompasses multiple levels within the
organization. Figure 50 visualizes a functional hierarchy based on Chen (2005) that is
applicable to TC. Note that this organizational hierarchy can be mapped to a system hierarchy
as well, i.e. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Manufacturing Execution System (MES),
and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA).
ERP
Level 4: Business Planning
& Logistics (i.e. monthly,
weekly, daily)
MES

ERP
Level 3: Manufacturing
OperationsERP
& Control (i.e.
daily, hourly)

SCADA
Level 2: Direct monitoring
Level 1: Sensing &
Manipulation (i.e. the
machinery)
Level 0: Actual production
process

Figure 50: Hierarchical levels, based on Chen (2005)
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A conceptual overview of the production & logistics process is visualized in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Production & logistics process (conceptual)

Note that the dotted lines represent information streams, while the larger, solid arrows
represent material streams.
On the right, the customer initiates demand. This demand is translated to sales orders
and slotted by Marketing & Sales in a Master Production Schedule (MPS) (process: translate
sales order in master production schedule). Changes in sales orders are checked and
communicated by Marketing & Sales to relevant parties (process: Manage order changes).
Necessary input from Product development is provided. Hereby, Marketing & Sales provides
input to (1) the assembly process and (2) the material planning process. Both are part of
Operations.
The assembly process is the pull-based process (i.e. order-specific) within TC. First,
the assembly orders are prepared (process: prepare assembly orders). Second, the assembly
orders are input to the assembly production process (process: assemble).
The material planning process (process: plan for materials) in turn provides input in
two main process streams (1) the make-process via a material requirements plan (MRP) and
(2) the buy-process via a delivery schema.
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The make-process is the push-based process (i.e. not order-specific) and termed
manufacturing. First, the manufacturing orders are prepared (process: prepare manufacturing
orders). Second, the manufacturing orders are input to the manufacturing production process
(process: manufacture).
The buy-process starts at Purchasing. Purchasing prepares the supply orders for the
suppliers (process: manage ordering at suppliers). The suppliers in turn supply the materials
(process: supply materials), via transportation (process: handle transportation).
De materials finally arrive at Inbound logistics (process: handle inbound logistics).
Information triggers from the production process, both assembly and manufacturing, run via
Plant logistics (process: handle plant logistics) to ensure that the right materials arrive at the
right place in production at the right time.
Finally, after assembly the end products are prepared by Outbound logistics to be
transported to the customers (process: handle outbound logistics). To distribute the end
products, an additional information stream runs via Marketing & Sales (process: distribute final
product).
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Appendix G: Results literature study Tummers (2017a)
The results of the literature study conducted by Tummers (2017a) are listed below in
Table 7.
Table 7: Results literature study (Tummers, 2017a)

Article
Architecture*
Infrastructure technology
Multi-agent systems
1
Janssen
MAS
(2005)

Style(s)

Pattern(s)

RA**

Functionality

Columned &
Layered

No

2

Columned &
Layered

Batch
sequential &
Communicating
processes
Repository &
Object-oriented

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics
Tactical &
Operational
Operations
Tactical &
Operational

Componentoriented

Object-oriented

Yes

Leah et al.
(2005)

MAERP

Service-oriented computing
3
Komoda
SOA
(2006)

Yes

4

Liang et al.
(2015)

SMIS

Componentoriented

Object-oriented

No

5

Raj &
Periasamy
(2011)
Hu et al.
(2012)

Private cloud

Layered &
Columned

Layered &
Repository

Yes

PMGrid

Layered

Layered &
Object-oriented

No

Repository &
Batch
sequential
Repository &
Pipes & Filters

No

Repository,
Blackboard
Pipes & Filters
& Batch
sequential

Yes

Layered

Yes

Layered
(Objectoriented
between SCEs)

Yes

6

Aspect-oriented technology
Database management technology
7
Fu et al.
OLAP
Layered &
(2011)
Columned
8

Hang &
Fong (2010)

Real-time BI

Layered

9

Zhang et al.
(2017)

BDA-PL

Layered &
columned

Process management technology
10 Scheer &
ARIS House
Layered
Schneider
of BPM
(2006)
11

Li et al.
(2009)

SCE

Layered
(Componentoriented
between
SCEs)
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Yes

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic & Tactical
Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Inbound & Outbound
Logistics,
Operations (BOL
and integration MOL
to BOL)
Tactical &
Operational
Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Inbound & Outbound
logistics
Tactical &
Operational

12

Choi et al.
(2008)

VECCF

Mobility technology
13 Yoon et al.
SIBUS
(2016)
14

Papazoglou
et al. (2015)

SMN

15

Ranasinghe
et al. (2008)

EPC network

Layered &
Componentoriented

Layered &
object-oriented

Yes

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Strategic & Tactical

Layered

Layered &
Explicit
invocation
Explicit
invocation

Yes

Objectoriented,
Repository &
Batch
sequential

Yes

Operations
Tactical &
Operational
Operations
Strategic, Tactical, &
Operational
Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Operational

Repository &
Object-oriented

Yes

Operations
Tactical &
Operational

Object-oriented

Yes

Operations
Operational

Repository &
Batch
sequential

Yes

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Operational

Batch
sequential &
Communicating
processes

Yes

Inbound & Outbound
Logistics, Operations
Tactical &
Operational

Explicit
invocation

Yes

Outbound Logistics
Tactical &
Operational

Layered &
Componentoriented
Componentoriented &
Layered

Function-oriented technology
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
16 Mende
SAP R/3
Layered
(2000)
Manufacturing Execution System (MES)
17 Fumagalli
eScop
Layered
et al. (2014)
Warehouse Management System (WMS)
18 Tan (2009)
WMS
Columned

Advanced Planning System (APS)
19 Garrido et
APS
Componental. (2006)
oriented

Transportation Management System (TMS)
20 Baumgrass TMS
Layered
et al. (2015)

No

*The architecture name stated here will be referred to throughout the report.

**RA stands for Reference Architecture, answering with either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Note that SIBUS by Yoon
et al. (2016) was in the original version by Tummers (2017a) not discriminated as a reference
architecture. This was an error and is corrected here.
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Appendix H: Setup semi-structured interviews
Note that these interviews assume that the interviewee is already familiar with the
project. If not, a brief introduction of the project was provided via prepared slides.
The aggregation level within the three-dimensional cube was leading for the questions.
This level helped in understanding the scope of the project and the interviewee’s role within
that scope.
The process identification method described by Dumas et al. (2013) combines case
types, i.e. unit handled by a process, and functions per case type, i.e. how is the unit handled
by a process. Therefore, questions were asked to determine both the case types and
functions. A final question determines the appropriate swimlanes.
The business process model and swimlanes helped in introducing the question for the
applications supporting their part of the production & logistics process.

H.1. Business process model and swimlanes
Introduction
Describe the appropriate aggregation level (i.e. scope).
Questions
1. Identify cases: what are the relevant information units?
2. Identify functions: what are the process steps per case?
3. Identify swimlanes: who is responsible for the function?

H.2. Application architecture
Introduction
Describe the appropriate aggregation level (i.e. scope).
Show and describe the business process model relevant for the intervewee.
Questions
1. What applications support which functions?
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Appendix I: Template workshop scoring model
During the workshop, the future scenarios were prioritized in terms of their likelihood,
business impact, and system impact. These definitions are based on the risk analysis
measures provided by Smith & Merritt (2002), i.e.:


Likelihood describes the probability that the future scenario will occur within 5 years.



Business impact describes the negative effect if this future scenario cannot be
supported by the current ISs within the AS-IS model.



System impact describes the extent of the business impact within the IS landscape.

Finally, an additional measure termed feasibility is used to determine the feasibility of the
analysis of the future scenario within the project’s time. The scale used to assess these
measures is a 5-point scale, i.e. very low, low, medium, high, and very high. Table 8 visualizes
the template of the workshop scoring model.
Table 8: Template workshop scoring model

Future Likelihood

Business

System

impact

impact

1 Very low

1 Very low

1 Very low

2 Low

2 Low

2 Low

2 Low

3 Medium

3 Medium

3 Medium

3 Medium

4 High

4 High

4 High

4 High

5 Very high

5 Very high

5 Very high

5 Very high

scenarios
… 1 Very low
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Feasibility

Appendix J: Workflow patterns (Van der Aalst, 2011)
Van der Aalst (2011) started a workflow pattern initiative to provide various
perspectives relevant for process-aware ISs. The main patterns are:
1. Control-flow patterns: Patterns that capture aspects related to control-flow dependencies
between various tasks
2. Data patterns: Patterns that deal with the passing of information,
3. Resource patterns: Patterns that deal with the allocation of tasks to resources,
4. Exception handling patterns: Patterns that handle various cases of exceptions and the
resulting necessary actions to be taken.
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Appendix K: Product-oriented face of IS architectures (Grefen, 2016)
The product-oriented face of IS architectures consists of architectural styles and
architectural patterns (Grefen, 2016).

K.1. Styles
Architecture style is defined by Grefen (2016, p. 50) as “a generally recognized structure
class describing the overall structure of an architecture at a high level of abstraction (and
indirectly the process of architecting)”. He proposed four types of basic architectural styles,
visualized in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Basic IS architecture styles, taken from Grefen (2016)

K.2. Patterns
An architecture pattern is defined by Grefen (2016, p. 58) as “a generally recognized
recurring (sub)structure that is used to describe part of the overall structure of an architecture”.
He proposed a hierarchical pattern catalog for the software aspect, based on Bass, Clements,
& Kazman (2003) that will be used here as well. This framework is visualized in Figure 53.
Grefen (2016) links this pattern framework to four basic patterns, i.e. direct invocation, file
transfer, shared database, and shared bus. However, it is believed that this link does not add
to achieving the research goal, so only the framework based on Bass et al. (2003) was used.
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Figure 53: Pattern catalogue for software aspect based on Bass et al. (2003), taken from Grefen (2016)
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Appendix L: Future scenarios final list
The final list of future scenarios that resulted from the workshop is visualized in Table 9.
Table 9: Future scenarios final list

# Title

Likelihood

Business
Impact

System Impact

Feasibility (i.e. from
graduate project's
point of view)

1 Increased
production
rate (1) - new
production
line

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low

1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low

2a Tracking &
Tracing (After
Sales unique
product
identification)
2b Tracking &
Tracing

3 A more
flexible, finegrained
material
planning
schema
4 New VR tools

5 Increased
variety in
orders

6a More complex
outsourcing

6b
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Increase in
purchasing of
finished
components

2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
7 Pull-based,
1 - very low
just-in-time,
2 - low
linefeeding
3 - medium
method
4- high
5- very high
8 Centralize data 1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
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2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - medium
4- high
5- very high

Appendix M: Detailed system mappings
The detailed system mappings between AS-IS modelA, DDOM, and event-driven MMS
are listed in tables in Appendix M.1, while the detailed system mappings between AS-IS
modelB and SIBUS are listed in a table in Appendix M.2.

M.1. Detailed system mappings AS-IS modelA, DDOM, and event-driven MMS
The detailed system mappings between AS-IS modelA, DDOM, and event-driven MMS
are listed in Table 10.
Table 10: Detailed system mappings AS-IS modelA, DDOM, and event-driven MMS

AS-IS modelA

DDOM

Event-driven
MMS

Notes

Replace
Master production
scheduling system

DDS&OP

-

Material requirements
planning system

DDMRP

Material
planning

Production control
material planning schema

-

Process
configurator

Material planning schema

-

Route
planning

Production progress
system

-

Event
manager

-

DDE

-

-

-

Orchestration
engine

-

-

-

-

User-interface
(Planner)
User-interface
(Device)

DDOM makes MPS redundant.
Only master settings required as
input.
Traditional MRP runs replaced
by DDMRP. Note that DDMRP
also replaces the module
material planning in event-driven
MMS.
The material planning schema is
replaced by a flexible BPM
system.
The order-specific routing is now
located in the route planning and
receives input from the process
configurator.
Progress determined by events
is handled within the event
manager.
DDE on the MES layer focuses
on execution of demand-driven
decisions.
An orchestration engine
translates the data from the
event manager to information
(i.e. actions).
An event-driven user-interface
for the material planner.
An event-driven user-interface
for the production floor.

Equivalent (remain)
Order management third
parties system

Demand
database

-

Order management
system

Demand
database

-

Demand third parties is
translated to sales orders and
stored in database.
Demand customers is translated
to sales orders and stored in
database.
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Data warehouse system

-

Production progress
location systems

-

Information
store
Event sources

Central advanced
planning & scheduling
system

DDS

-

Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Local advanced planning
& scheduling1
Manufacturing order
monitoring system
Delivery schema system

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

DDS

-

-

-

Redundant
Improved logistics control
system

Already in place.
Already in place. Note however
that the exact locations depend
on the position of strategic
buffers.
Current advanced planning &
scheduling systems can already
translate data from production
process.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
See central advanced planning
& scheduling system.
Sufficient for long-term supplier
interaction.
Corrections on planning and
scheduling centralized and close
to real-time.
See improved logistics control.

Line requirements
planning system
Requirements planning
system
Order parts list system
Order parts list content
system
Lineset horizon system
Plan colours system
Report ready system
Batch system
Set in plan
Planning preparation
Final moment correction
Planning correction
Requirementsplanning
Sales order kitting
correction
Planning part

See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
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Assembly plan
Startlist
Productionplan
Component plan
Preplanning database
Screen release
Manufacturing plan
Pegging system
Material error list1
Material error list2
Material error list3
Material error list4
Material error list5
Material error database
Order ready system
Sequence score
Information overview
Order control

See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.
See improved logistics control.

M.2. Detailed system mappings AS-IS modelB and SIBUS
The detailed system mappings between AS-IS modelB and SIBUS are listed in Table
11.
Table 11: Detailed system mapping AS-IS modelB and SIBUS

AS-IS modelB

SIBUS

Notes

Replace
Manufacturing execution

Management service

system

system

Master controller/profecy

Shopfloor service system

system
Supervisory control and

Shopfloor service system

data acquisition system
-

Process management

Not present within AS-IS

system

modelB.

Equivalent (remain)
Redundant
(many) self-built applications
(many) Industrial automation
applications
(many) support enterprise
resource planning systems
(many) main enterprise
resource planning systems
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Appendix N: Evaluation relevance
The conclusions on relevance of TO-BE modelA and TO-BE modelB are respectively
listed in Appendix N.1 and N.2.

N.1. Evaluation relevance TO-BE modelA
Table 12 lists the evaluation results on relevance of TO-BE modelA.
Table 12: Evaluation relevance TO-BE modelA

Criteria Result
Meaningfulness TO-BE modelA was considered very practical and meaningful
for the company.
Goal relevance TO-BE modelA provided insight in how within the current
situation future strategic visions are aligned.
Operational validity TO-BE modelA provided relatively clear action implications, but
was perceived limited due to its conceptual nature.
Innovativeness TO-BE modelA provided innovative insights, especially the
proposed demand-driven material planning to replace
traditional MRP runs.
Cost of TO-BE model A lacks in clear implications on its
implementation implementation in terms of time and costs.

N.2. Evaluation relevance TO-BE modelB
Table 13 lists the evaluation results on relevance of TO-BE modelB.
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Table 13: Evaluation relevance TO-BE modelB

Criteria Result
Meaningfulness TO-BE modelB was considered less practical and meaningful
for the company.
Goal relevance TO-BE modelB provided insight in how within the current
situation future strategic visions are aligned.
Operational validity TO-BE modelB provided unclear action implications, again
made difficult due to its conceptual nature.
Innovativeness The insights provided by TO-BE modelB were perceived as
very innovative, especially its future opportunities compared to
the current situation.
Cost of TO-BE modelB lacks in clear implications on its implementation
implementation in terms of time and costs.
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Appendix O: Evaluation rigor
The architectural design principles by Greefhorst & Proper (2011) were used to assess
TO-BE modelA and TO-BE modelB on a 3-point scale, ranging from not adhered to (-), to
irrelevant or out of scope (+/-), to adhered to (+). The results are respectively listed in Appendix
O.1 and O.2.

O.1. Evaluation rigor TO-BE modelA
Table 14 lists the evaluation results on rigor of TO-BE modelA.
Table 14: Evaluation rigor TO-BE modelA

Design principle

Assessment

1 Business units are kept autonomous

+/-

2 Customers have a single point of

+/-

Explanation (if required)

contact
3 Stock is kept to a minimum

+

DDOM

4 Processes are straight through

+

Flexible BPM

5 Processes are standardized

+

6 Management layers are minimized

-

7 Tasks are designed around outcome

Same as before

+/-

8 Routine tasks are automized

+

Manual workarounds
planning automated

9 Primary business processes are not

+/-

disturbed by implementation of
changes
10 Components are centralized

+

11 Front-office processes are separated

+

Already in place

from back-office processes
12 Channel-specific is separated form

+/-

channel-independent
13 The status of customer requests is

+/-

readily available inside and outside the
organization
14 Data are provided by the source

+

Event-driven

15 Data are maintained in the source

+

Event manager

+

Event-driven

application
16 Data are captured once
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17 Data are consistent through all

+/-

channels
18 Content and presentation are

+

separated

Using user interfaces from
event-driven MMS

19 Data are stored and exchanged

+

electronically
20 Data that are exchanged adhere to a

+

Already in place

-

Close to real-time

canonical data model
21 Data are exchanged in real-time
22 Bulk data exchanges rely on ETL tools

+/-

23 Documents are stored in the

+/-

document management system
24 Reporting and analytical applications

+

Data warehouse

+

Using user interfaces from

do not use the operational
environment
25 Applications have a common lookand-feel

event-driven MMS

26 Applications do not cross business

+

Already in place

+

Already in place

+

Clear layered structure

function boundaries
27 Applications respect logical units of
work
28 Applications are modular
29 Application functionality is available

+/-

through an enterprise portal
30 Applications rely on one technology

+/-

stack
31 Applications interfaces are explicitly

+

Event-driven

+

Event-driven and demand-

defined
32 Proven solutions are preferred

driven reference models
33 IT systems are scalable

+/-

34 Only in response to business needs

+/-

are changes to IT systems made
35 Components have a clear owner

+

Self-built applications that
are now redundant did not
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36 IT systems are standardized and

+

reused throughout the organization
37 IT systems adhere to open standards

+/-

38 IT systems are preferably open source

+/-

39 IT systems are available at any time

+/-

on any location
40 IT systems are sustainable

+/-

41 Processes are supported by a

+

business process management
system
42 Presentation logic, process logic, and

+

business logic are separated
43 IT systems communicate through

+

services
44 Reuse is preferable to buy, which is

+/-

preferable to make
45 IT systems support 24/7 availability

+/-

46 IT systems are selected based on a

+/-

best-of-suite approach
47 Sensitive data are exchanged securely

+/-

48 IT systems may under no

+/-

circumstances revert to insecure mode
49 Management of IT systems is

+/-

automated as much as possible
50 End-to-end security must be provided

+/-

using multiple defensive strategies
51 Access rights must be granted at the

+/-

lowest level necessary for performing
the required operation
52 Authorizations are role-based

+/-

53 The identity management environment

+/-

is leading for all authentications and
authorizations
54 Security is defined declaratively

+/-

55 Access to IT systems is authenticated

+/-

and authorized
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Already in place

56 Integration with external IT systems is

+

Already in place

localized in dedicated IT components
57 Application development is

+/-

standardized
58 All messages are exchanged through

+

Already in place

+

Process rules in flexible

the enterprise service bus
59 Rules that are complex or apt to
change are managed in a business

BPM

rule engine

O.2. Evaluation rigor TO-BE modelB
Table 15 lists the evaluation results on rigor of TO-BE modelB.
Table 15: Evaluation rigor TO-BE modelB

Design principle

Assessment

1 Business units are kept autonomous

+/-

2 Customers have a single point of

+/-

Explanation (if required)

contact
3 Stock is kept to a minimum

+

Smart factory principles

4 Processes are straight through

+

Process management
system

5 Processes are standardized

+

Process management
system

6 Management layers are minimized

+

Smart factory principles:
Functionality closer to
production process

7 Tasks are designed around outcome

+/-

8 Routine tasks are automized

+

9 Primary business processes are not

Broad scope

+/-

disturbed by implementation of
changes
10 Components are centralized

+

11 Front-office processes are separated

+

from back-office processes
12 Channel-specific is separated form

+/-

channel-independent
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Already in place

13 The status of customer requests is

+/-

readily available inside and outside
the organization
14 Data are provided by the source

+

IoT (Internet of Things)

15 Data are maintained in the source

+

IoT (Internet of Things)

+

IoT (Internet of Things)

application
16 Data are captured once
17 Data are consistent through all

+/-

channels
18 Content and presentation are

+

separated
19 Data are stored and exchanged

+

electronically
20 Data that are exchanged adhere to a

+

Already in place

+

IoT (Internet of Things)

canonical data model
21 Data are exchanged in real-time
22 Bulk data exchanges rely on ETL tools

+/-

23 Documents are stored in the

+/-

document management system
24 Reporting and analytical applications

+

Centralized

do not use the operational
environment
25 Applications have a common look-

+

and-feel
26 Applications do not cross business

+

Already in place

+

Already in place

+

Clear layered structure

function boundaries
27 Applications respect logical units of
work
28 Applications are modular
29 Application functionality is available

+/-

through an enterprise portal
30 Applications rely on one technology

+/-

stack
31 Applications interfaces are explicitly

+

Services

+

Smart factory principles

defined
32 Proven solutions are preferred
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33 IT systems are scalable

+/-

34 Only in response to business needs

+/-

are changes to IT systems made
35 Components have a clear owner

+

36 IT systems are standardized and

+

reused throughout the organization
37 IT systems adhere to open standards

+/-

38 IT systems are preferably open source

+/-

39 IT systems are available at any time

+/-

on any location
40 IT systems are sustainable

+/-

41 Processes are supported by a

+

business process management
system
42 Presentation logic, process logic, and

+

business logic are separated
43 IT systems communicate through

+

services
44 Reuse is preferable to buy, which is

+/-

preferable to make
45 IT systems support 24/7 availability

+/-

46 IT systems are selected based on a

+/-

best-of-suite approach
47 Sensitive data are exchanged

+/-

securely
48 IT systems may under no

+/-

circumstances revert to insecure
mode
49 Management of IT systems is

+/-

automated as much as possible
50 End-to-end security must be provided

+/-

using multiple defensive strategies
51 Access rights must be granted at the

+/-

lowest level necessary for performing
the required operation
52 Authorizations are role-based
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Already in place

53 The identity management environment

+/-

is leading for all authentications and
authorizations
54 Security is defined declaratively

+/-

55 Access to IT systems is authenticated

+/-

and authorized
56 Integration with external IT systems is

+

Already in place

localized in dedicated IT components
57 Application development is

+/-

standardized
58 All messages are exchanged through

+

Already in place

+

Process rules

the enterprise service bus
59 Rules that are complex or apt to
change are managed in a business
rule engine
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